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INTRODUCTION
The study guide on the course “University Education in
Ukraine” is intended for international students of pre-university
training at the Faculty of International Education who begin to
study this course in the language of study.
The purpose of the study guide is to assist international
students in mastering the main content of the course “University
Education in Ukraine”, develop vocabulary with new words and
phrases necessary for their study at the university. Successful
acquisition of knowledge in the discipline “University Education
in Ukraine” contributes to an easier inclusion of international
students in future professional activities.
The discipline “University Education in Ukraine” helps to
create students' infrastructural capabilities in building a conscious
model for the formation of a qualified specialist. The materials of
the study guide are grouped in 17 topics, all of which contains a
text that reveals the main content of the topic, as well as post-text
exercises, control dictations and questions for discussion, which
are a kind of classroom learning control for international students.
The study guide contains an English-Turkish-Arabic
dictionary of terms commonly used when working with the
course, speeds up the process of comprehension of the material
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and contributes to a significant expansion of the vocabulary of
internatinal students.
In the vocabulary section, lexical units are presented at this
course, which help to understand the text, form language
competence at the lexical level. As the course is presented, the
lecture material gradually becomes more complex and approaches
the usual standards for the scientific style of speech.
The study guide “University Education in Ukraine” helps
international students to form an idea of history and structure of
the university, to study the organization of the educational process,
to master the rights and obligations of international citizens
necessary for studying in Ukraine.
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TOPIC 1
UKRAINE IS A EUROPEAN COUNTRY

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Ukraine. European country. State. Democratic. Foreign
guests. Independent. Territory of Ukraine. Folk traditions.
Ukrainian food. Traditional food. Custom. Nationality. Population.
Сapital of Ukraine. Industrial potential. Language. Climate.
Historical centers. Carpathian Mountains. Black Sea and the Azov
Sea.
Text A. Read the text.
Ukraine is a European country. Ukraine is located in the
southeastern part of Europe. The territory of Ukraine is
603.700 km2 (six hundred three thousand and seven hundred
square kilometers). Ukraine is the largest country in Europe by
area.
6

Ukraine borders on Russia, Belarus, Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary, Romania and Moldova. People of different nationalities
live in Ukraine.
The population of Ukraine is about 35 million people. In
terms of population, Ukraine is in seventh place in Europe.
Most of the citizens of Ukraine are Ukrainians. They have
their own language and culture.
Many rivers of Ukraine flow into the Black Sea. The
Dnieper is the country's largest river and the third in Europe. The
Dnieper divides the country into two parts: Right-Bank Ukraine
and Left-Bank Ukraine. In the west of Ukraine there are the
Carpathian Mountains. In the south of the country are the Black
Sea and the Azov Sea.
The climate in Ukraine is moderate.
Winter in Ukraine is cold, summer is warm. Spring in
Ukraine begins in March-April.
The capital of Ukraine is Kiev. This is an old, big and
beautiful city on the Dnieper River.
There are many ports in Ukraine: Odessa, Mariupol,
Nikolayev and others.
Ukraine is a country with a developed scientific and
production base.
There are many industrial centers in Ukraine: Kharkiv,
Dnipro, Krivoy Rog, Mariupol and others. Ukrainian industrial
7

potential

includes

engineering,

ferrous

and

non-ferrous

metallurgy, the production of cars, the production of tractors and
the production of diesel locomotives, equipment for power plants,
turbines, and airplanes. Ukraine is rich in natural resources such as
coal, gas, ores, iron, metals and salt.
In Ukraine there are many old and historical centers, such
as Kiev, Lviv, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, Poltava and others. Many
tourists from around the world visit our country every year.
Ukraine is famous for its resorts on the shores of the Black and
Azov Seas and the ski resort in the Carpathians.
Ukrainian culture has much in common with the cultural
traditions of neighboring countries, especially Russia, Poland,
Hungary and Turkey.
Ukraine is a wonderful European country of opportunities
for future students. International students can choose to study at
any university in Ukraine, and receive higher education in their
future profession.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. Where is Ukraine located?
Your answer: ____.
2. Which countries does Ukraine border on?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is the area of Ukraine?
8

Your answer: _____.
4. What is the climate in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
5. What big cities are there in Ukraine?
Your answer: ____.
6. What big cities are there in your country?
Your answer: _____.
7. When does spring start in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
8. What is the population of Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
9. What seas are there in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
10. What is the largest river in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Write down and remember the name of
the geographical places.
Eurasia, Europe, East, West, North, South, Dnipro,
Zaporizhya, Kyiv, Lviv, Odessa, Poltava, Kharkiv.

EXERCISE 3. Read the sentences and tick which is (T)
true or (F) false.
1. Ukraine is the largest country in Europe.
9

2. The The Dnieper divides the country into two parts: RightBank Ukraine and Left-Bank Ukraine.
3. About 12 million Ukrainians live in other countries.
4. Ukraine is located in the central part of Europe.
5. Odessa, Mykolaiv, Mariupol are large ports of Ukraine.
6. Lviv and Poltava are modern cities of Ukraine.
7. Ukraine borders France and Italy.
8. Turbines and aircraft are not produced in Ukraine.
9. Is Ukraine washed only by the Black Sea?
10. Ukraine borders eight countries.
11. The population of Ukraine is about 38 million people.

EXERCISE 4. Fill in the table with the numbers from
the text.

Territory

_______ sq km

Population

_______ mln

Ukrainians abroad

_______ mln
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GRAMMAR PRESENT SIMPLE
Look, read and remember

Present Simple
I, we, you, they

+
?

He, she, it

We often play

V

basketball

don’t

I don’t go on

doesn’t

Facebook

+V

V+-s (-es)

+V

very often

Do

Do you speak

+…+V?

English?

Does+…+

V?

She usually
plays tennis
It doesn’t often
rain here

Does Alisa like
Jazz?

Use the present simple for things you every day, week,

Spell

year. Use don’t/doesn’t to make negative sentences. Do/ does

ing

to make questions. We often use the present simple with

rules

adverbs of frequency (always, usually, often, sometimes,
every, never, hardly).

EXERCISE 5. Read the text and put the verbs in the
present simple.
My city was old and modern at the same time. I lived in the
main street. It was the widest street in the city. Cars, buses and
trolleybuses drove quickly through the city. Did you like walking
11

around the evening city? This street led to the main square. My
friends did not live in this city. I saw a lot of interesting and new
things in my city.
EXERCISE 6. Using the text “Ukraine is a European
country” write 3-4 questions, with «do» or «does».
Example: Do you have favorite town in Ukraine?
Does your brother or sister study in Ukraine?

Read the text B.
The Symbols
There are official and unofficial symbols of Ukraine. The
official symbols include the state flag, the state emblem and the
state anthem.
There are many unofficial symbols. The national dress is a
shirt called a “vyshyvanka”. Both men and women wear it during
festivals and holidays. The national musical instrument is the
“bandura”. It’s a string instrument with a very gentle beautiful
sound. We can also mention a “pysanka”, a painted Easter egg or a
Ukrainian wreath made of colorful flowers and ribbons.
The People
About 70 percent cent of the Ukrainians live in cities and
30 percent cent in the country.
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People in Ukraine are friendly, funny, generous, hardworking and talented. Foreign guests like Ukrainian songs, which
are often happy and romantic. They love Ukrainian national
dishes.
Foreigners who visit Ukraine say that the Ukrainians are
cheerful and outgoing, hospitable and friendly, hard-working and
freedom-loving. The foreign guests like Ukrainian songs which
are often happy and romantic and they love Ukrainian national
food!
The Language
The native language for the Ukrainian people is Ukrainian.
The closest language to Ukrainian is the Belarusian language.
Before the 16th century the two nations had a common written
language.
The modern Ukrainian language developed from Old
Slavic languages from the 9th to the 16th century. The first printed
book in modern Ukrainian was “The Aeneid” by Ivan
Kotlyarevskiy. It appeared in 1798. Later Taras Shevchenko
became a real national poet of Ukraine.
In the 19th century there were more women writers in
Ukraine than in any other country in the world. The most
outstanding writer of that century is Lesya Ukrainka.
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EXERCISE 1b. Complete the phrases.
Example: National – e. flag
1.

My

a.

dish

2.

Favorite

b.

country

3.

National

c.

people

4.

Ukrainian

d.

language

5.

Kind

e.

flag

EXERCISE 2b. Work in pairs. Ask your partner
questions, write down his answers and tell all students about
him. Then switch roles.


What country are you from?



What is the capital of your country?



What city or village do you live in?



How many people live in your country?



What is your national language?



What languages can you speak?



What are the official symbols in your country?



What is your country's national instrument?



What is your country's national dress?


What is the most popular national dish in your
country?
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1.

________________

3._________________

2.

_________________

4.___________________

Read the text and write what Ukrainian symbols can you
see in the following pictures?
Tell us interesting information about your partner.
He told me (that)…

He said (that)…
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Interview your partner and fill the table
First name …
Surname…
Country…
Address…
Phone number…
E-mail…

EXERCISE 3b. Guess the words and write them.
a.

When it rains, people use _____________________

b.

A person who is frendly and good to other people is_____

c.

The Dnieper is the longest __________ in my country.

d.

__________is my favorite subject (lesson). I like painting.

e.

My friend’s name is Paola. She is from Rome, _________.

f.

My mum helps the doctor, she’s a _______________.

g.

Many people in my country can speak ______________.
Words for reference: art, English, nurse, Italy, kind, river,

umbrellas

EXERCISE 4b. A. Write the dates in full.


17 th Nov__________________________



5 th Feb___________________________



30 th Jan__________________________



21st Sep__________________________
16

Example: 17 th Nov - the seventeenth of November.
B. Write numbers in letters


14__________________________



40__________________________



13__________________________



30__________________________



145_________________________



368_________________________



1.700________________________



2021________________________



1000000 _____________________

Example: 52 – fifty two.

Look, read and remember
Write

Say

3/5/1999 or

the third of May, nineteen ninety-nine or

3 May 1999

May the third, nineteen ninety-nine.

3, 30, 300

three, thirty, three hundred

1905

nineteen and five

2001

two thousand and one

2012

two thousand and twelve or twenty
twelve
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
possibility

|ˌpɒsɪˈbɪlɪti|

state

|steɪt|

democratic

|dɛməˈkratɪk|

foreign guest

|ˈfɒrɪn ɡɛst|

capital

|ˈkapɪt(ə)l|

sovereign

|ˈsvrɪn|

partner

|ˈpɑːtnə|

sociable

|ˈsəʊʃəb(ə)l|
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TOPIC 2
THE FORMATION OF AN INDEPENDENT UKRAINIAN
STATE

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
State holiday. Independent Ukraine. Referendum. Security
service. Constitution. State language. Coat of arms. Anthem.
Distinguishing mark. Symbols. Flag. International organization.
Coin. Money. Sky. Song. Blue and yellow.

Read the text A.
In the 90s of the twentieth century, a new independent state
of Ukraine was created. Independent Ukraine has undergone major
political, economic and social changes. Ukraine has defined its
territory and borders. To protect the country, an army, security
service, customs and border services were created.
19

The state language in Ukraine became the Ukrainian
language. Currently, Ukraine is a sovereign, independent,
democratic state.
On August 24, 1991, the independence of Ukraine was
declared. Now this day is a public holiday – Independence Day of
Ukraine. The independence of Ukraine was recognized by most of
the countries of the world.
The state of Ukraine is a very attractive country for foreign
students’ education. Ukraine accepts students from different
countries of the world to study. Ukraine is one of the five
European countries in terms of the number of foreign students
who study in it. Foreign citizens who come to Ukraine from other
countries live, study and work in accordance with Ukrainian laws.
The main law of Ukraine is the Constitution.
On June 28, 1996, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted
the Constitution. June 28th is a holiday called the Constitution Day
of Ukraine.
All public authorities are subject to the Constitution.
The Constitution of Ukraine determines:


state structure of Ukraine and functions of government main
organs;



symbols of the Ukrainian state;



rights and responsibilities of Ukraine citizens and foreigners.
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The Constitution of Ukraine regulates the most important
aspects of the state life. In Ukraine, the Constitution guarantees
people the right to life, to health protection and protection of their
property.
For many years, Ukraine has been carrying out an active
foreign policy and participating in the international organizations
work. The United Nations Organization is (UNO), the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe is (OSCE).
Since September 2014 Ukraine has made the final choice
towards Europe.
Read the text В.
Each independent, democratic state has its own symbols –
coat of arms, flag and anthem. State symbols of Ukraine are
determined by the Constitution.
The coat of arms is a distinctive sign of the state. The coat
of arms of the state is on seals, documents, coins. The Ukraine
coat of arms is a golden trident on a blue shield.
The trident is a very ancient symbol. Ancient gods and
kings were depicted with a trident. In the 10th century, the trident
was a symbol of princes; it was depicted on money. Each city of
Ukraine has its own coat of arms.
The flag is the official symbol of the state; it can have one
or more colors. The flag of Ukraine has two colors – blue and
21

yellow. The flag of Ukraine symbolizes the blue sky over the grain
field.
The anthem is the solemn song of the people. The music
of the anthem of Ukraine was written by M. Verbitsky in the 19th
century. The anthem is sung during important events in the life of
the country. The anthem of Ukraine is sung and listened to while
standing.
EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is the Constitution?
Your answer: ____.
2. When Ukraine celebrates Ukraine's Independence Day?
Your answer: ____.
3. When Ukraine celebrates Ukraine's Constitution Day?
Your answer: ____.
4. What determines the Constitution of Ukraine?
Your answer: ____.
5. What state symbols of Ukraine do you know?
Your answer: ____.
6. What the flag of Ukraine symbolizes?
Your answer: ____.
7. What is coat of arms?
Your answer: ____.
8. What is anthem?
22

Your answer: ____.

EXERCISE 2. Write down and remember the new
words.
Independence Day, Constitution Day, United Nations
Organization – UNO, Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe – OSCE, coat of arms, anthem, symbols, flag.

GRAMMAR PAST SIMPLE
Look, read and remember
Regular
verbs

V

V-ed

Irregular verbs
Present

Past simple

go

went

Past
participle
gone

think

thought

thought

know

knew

known

do

did

done

have

had

had

teach

taught

taught
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Past Simple
Formation

Application
I went to the cinema

+

I, we, he, she, it, you, they +

last night.

V-ed (V2)

I enjoyed the film
very much.
I didn’t go to the

-

I, we, he, she, it, you, they +

cinema last night.

didn’t +V

I didn’t enjoy the
film very much.

?

Did +

I, we
he,
she, it,
you,
they

Did you go out last

+
V…?

night?
Did you enjoy the
film?

Use the past simple to talk about finished actions in the

Spelling past. To make the past simple = regular verbs + add
rules

-ed. Many common verbs are irregular in the past
simple, e.g. buy – bought, speak – spoke, leave – left.
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EXERCISE 3. Put the verbs in brackets in the past
simple.
Example: She (have) a very good diner yesterday. She had
a very good diner yesterday.
1.

We (have) great holiday last week.

2.

I (go) to bed at 11.30 p.m. last night.

3.

I (study) abroad in Melbourne for six months.

4.

I have (know) her for a long time.

5.

Tom has (do) a lot of interesting things.

6.

He (work) here 3 years ago.

7.

My father (teach) me to swim.

8.

Our car (arrive) five minutes later.

9.

He (think) it was a "colossal" idea.

EXERCISE 4. Choose the correct answer.
1. The flag of Ukraine has:
A) one color;
B) two colors;
C) three colors.
2. What are the colors of the Ukrainian flag?
A) black and red, white;
B) blue and yellow;
C) blue.
25

3. The state's solemn song is called
A) coat of arms;
B) flag;
C) anthem.
4. What is the name of the Basic Law of Ukraine?
A) Constitution;
B) codex;
C) document.
5. Each city of Ukraine has its own….
A) law;
B) coat of arms;
C) song.

EXERCISE 5. Make and write sentences from these
words.
Example: second, Kharkiv, the, city, in, Ukraine, largest,
is. – Kharkiv is the second largest city in Ukraine.
1. official, state, the, is, flag, The, symbol, the, of.
2. people, song, anthem, The, of, solemn, is, the, the.
3. state, democratic, has, independent, symbols, own, Every, its.
4. an independent, Currently, state, is, and, Ukraine, democratic.
5. different, from, study, Ukraine, countries, accepts, to, of, world,
the, students.
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EXERCISE 6. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. State symbols are ...
2. The coat of arms of Ukraine is ...
3. The Ukrainian flag has two colors: ...
4. The anthem is ...
5. The Constitution is ...
6. June 28th is a holiday called...
7. August 24th is a holiday called ...
EXERCISE 7. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION.
Work in pairs. Ask your partner the following. Listen
and take notes. Then swap roles.


What country are you from?



What national holidays are there in your country?



What date and month is the day of independence

celebrated in your country?


What state symbols are there in your country?



What color is your country's flag?



What's your favorite holiday?



What languages can you speak?

Tell us interesting information about your partner.
He told me (that)…

He said (that)…
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EXERCISE 8. How many words can you make up out
of these letters?
The number of words is not limited. The bigger, the
better.

Dayearsymbolstatedemocraticolo
rstudyelloworkeep
EXERCISE 9. Complete the crossword.
Across
1. The long-term average of weather.
2. Object space (point, area, part of the area) that someone,
(something – objects) occupied.
3. Mark, sign, or word that indicates, signifies, or is understood as
representing an idea, object, or relationship.
4. Form of government.
5. Political state, nation, or controlled territory.
6. Abstract or representational pictorial image that represents a
concept, like a moral truth, or an allegory, or a person.
7. Industrial enterprise, usually with mechanized production
processes.
8. The process of creating a product.
9. Natural flowing watercourse, usually freshwater, flowing
towards an ocean, sea, lake.
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10. Administrative division, usually an area that is under the
jurisdiction of a state
11

12
2p

1

o

3
4

p

5

u
l

6
13

a

7

t

8
9
10

14

i
o
n
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Down
10. Self-propelled (tracked or wheeled) vehicle performing
agricultural, road construction, earthmoving, transport and other
works.
11. Any nonpolar chemical substance that is a viscous liquid at
ambient temperatures.
12. One of the four fundamental states of matter (the others being
solid, liquid, and plasma).
13. A person traveling to another country.
14. Chemical element with symbol Fe

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES

Useful words and phrases
ancient symbol

|ˈeɪnʃ(ə)nt ˈsɪmb(ə)l|

constitution

|kɒnstɪˈtjuːʃ(ə)n|

organization

|ɔːɡ(ə)naɪˈzeɪʃ(ə)n|

security service

|sɪˈkjʊərɪtɪ ˈsɜːvɪs|

cooperation

|kəʊˌɒpəˈreɪʃ(ə)n|

guarantee

|ɡær(ə)nˈtiː|

democratic

|deməˈkrætɪk|

army

|ˈɑːmɪ|
30

TOPIC 3
UKRAINE IS A DEMOCRATIC STATE OF EUROPE

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
State. Parliament. President. Government. Democratic
state. Constitution. Verkhovna Rada. Coat of arms. Flag. Anthem.
State language. The President of Ukraine. Government. Deputies.
Supreme Council of Ukraine. Legislature.

Read the text.
Currently, Ukraine is a sovereign, independent, democratic
state. The state is a group of bodies that govern the population and
territory of a country.
The state has power. Power is carried out by state bodies of
Ukraine – these are parliament, government, president, law court,
prosecutor's office, army, police.

31

Signs of the state: territory, people, sovereignty, law,
public authority, fundraising system.
A political system in which power belongs to the people is
called democracy. In a democratic system, the citizens of the
country elect the parliament and the president, and also decide the
main issues of the country in a referendum.
A democratic state must protect the rights of citizens to
freedom of speech and freedom of information.
Without freedom of speech and freedom of information, a
citizen cannot make an independent decision on the choice of
authorities.
On 1st of December, 1991, the citizens of the state of
Ukraine in a referendum supported the independence of the
Ukrainian state and elected the first president of the country. It
was Leonid Kravchuk.
The democratic state has three main organs of government.


legislative (parliament);



executive (government);



judicial (law court).

Ukraine is a parliamentary-presidential republic.
The President of Ukraine is the head of state. One person
cannot be President for more than 10 years. The President
represents Ukraine in the international arena and is responsible for
the country's defense.
32

The Parliament of Ukraine is called the Verkhovna Rada.
The Verkhovna Rada is the legislative branch that creates the laws
of the state. Parliament is the legislative body. The Verkhovna
Rada passes laws, appoints the government, and controls its work.
The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine has 450 (four hundred
and fifty) deputies. The people of Ukraine elect deputies for 5
years. The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopts the laws of Ukraine
and controls their implementation. The Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine solves many important tasks in the country. The executive
branch is the government. The government runs the country. The
Cabinet of Ministers (government) is the main body of the
executive branch. The Cabinet of Ministers consists of the Prime
Minister and Ministers.
The judicial authorities of Ukraine are the Constitutional
Court, the Supreme Court and other courts. The court is an organ
of the judiciary. The judiciary controls the execution of laws. The
courts punish those who break the law. In Ukraine, only the court
determines the guilt of a person.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is the state?
Your answer: _____.
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2. What organs of government does a democratic state have?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is the name of the Ukrainian parliament?
Your answer: _____.
4. What issues does the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine decide?
Your answer: _____.
5. What is the name of the main executive body?
Your answer: _____.
6. When was the first president of Ukraine elected?
Your answer: _____.
7. What organ of government is the Verkhovna Rada?
Your answer: _____
8. How many years is the president of Ukraine elected for?
Your answer: _____

EXERCISE 2. Write down and remember the names of
organs of government in Ukraine.
Democratic state, Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, President of
Ukraine, Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, government, Supreme
Court of Ukraine, laws of Ukraine, deputies.
EXERCISE 3. Explain what is it?


Democratic state.



Government.
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Verkhovna Rada.
GRAMMAR PRESENT CONTINUOUS
Look, read and remember
Present Continuous
Formation

+

-

?

Spelling
rules

Application
The
I,
girls are talking and
am
we, you,
laughing
are
they he,
They
are cooking
is
she, it
breakfast.
He is not talking to his
I,
am
friend.
we, you,
are
The sun is shining in
they he,
is
the sky.
she, it
Are you listening to
Am
I
me?
Are
we, you, they
Are you talking to
Is
he, she, it
him?
1.
add - ing after the most verbs: study – studying
2.
drop - e after consonants: take – taking
3.
don’t drop - e after vowels: see – seeing
4.
double the consonant after a short vowel: sit –
sitting
5.
change - ie to -y: lie – lying, tie – tying

EXERCISE 4. Put verbs from text into Present
Continuous.
At the English lesson we speak, read and write. We speak
about university, students and teachers, about lessons, animals and
nature, about our friends, sports and games. We read books and
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stories about children, nature, and university life and so on. We
write letters, words, sentences, exercises and dictations.

EXERCISE 5. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. The head of state of Ukraine is … 2. The Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine has 450 ... 3…. – judicial authority. 4… ... passes
laws, appoints the government of the country. 5. The executive
branch is … 6. Ukraine is ... republic.
Words

for

reference:

Parliamentary-presidential,

deputies, President, the government, court, Verkhovna Rada.

EXERCISE 6. Choose the correct answer.
1. Where is Ukraine located?
A) in the north of Europe;
B) in the southeast of Europe;
C) in the west of Europe.
2. What is the name of the largest river in Ukraine?
A) the Danube;
B) the Dniester;
C) the Dnieper.
3. What two parts does the Dnieper divide Ukraine into?
A) Northern and Southern Ukraine;
B) Western and Eastern Ukraine;
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C) Left-bank and Right-bank Ukraine.
4. How many square kilometers is the territory of Ukraine?
A) 600.0 thousand km2;
B) 603.7 thousand km2;
C) 607.3 thousand km2.
5. Who owns power in a democratic state?
A) people;
B) the president;
C) parliament.
6. What nationality is the majority of the population of Ukraine?
A) Ukrainians;
B) Russians;
C) Belarusians.
7. How many deputies are included in the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine?
A) 450 deputies;
B) 140 deputies;
C) 400 deputies.
8. What is the judiciary doing in Ukraine?
A) creates the laws of the state;
B) complies with the laws of the state;
C) controls the implementation of state laws.
9. How many colors does the Ukrainian flag have?
A) two colors;
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B) one color;
C) three colors.
10. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine is….
A) the main body of the legislative power;
B) the main body of the executive power;
C) judicial branch.
EXERCISE 7.
1. Tell us about the main government bodies in Ukraine,
using the annex No1.
2. Tell us about the democratic rights of citizens using the annex
No2. (The annexes you can find at the very end of the book).

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
сonstitution

|kɒnstɪˈtjuːʃ(ə)n|

government

|ˈɡʌvənmənt|

republic

|rɪˈpʌblɪk|

elect

|ɪˈlekt|

anthem

|ˈænθəm|

cooperation

|kəʊˌɒpəˈreɪʃ(ə)n|

legislative

|ˈledʒɪslətɪv|

executive

|ɪɡˈzekjʊtɪv|

judicial

|dʒuːˈdɪʃ(ə)l|
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TOPIC 4
KYIV IS THE CAPITAL OF UKRAINE

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Kyiv. History.Population. Foreign embassies. Khreschatyk
Street. Independence Square. St. Sophia Cathedral. Kyiv-Pechersk
Lavra. Andrew's Church. Golden Gate. Ancient cultural city.
Railway station. Industrial center. River port. Dynamo Kyiv.

Read the text
Welcome to Ukraine! There are many big cities in Ukraine.
But the largest and oldest one is Kyiv. The roots of Kyiv go deep
into antiquity. The history of the city is more than 1500 years old.
The city settlement in Kyiv originated at the end of the 5th
century, and due to the appearance of three brothers in the city –
Kiy, Shchek, Khoriv and their sister Lybid. Archaeologists claim
that the settlement was named after Kyiv's older brother – Kiy.
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The city of Kyiv is located in the north of Ukraine. The
total area of Kyiv is 839 square kilometers. Kyiv is the largest city
in Ukraine and the seventh most populous in Europe.

As of

October 01, 2019, the current population in Kyiv was about 3
million inhabitants.
Kyiv is a political, economic, cultural and scientific center
of the country. The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the Cabinet of
Ministers work in the capital and the Administration of the
President of the country is located there also.
The capital of Ukraine is the largest scientific center of the
country. There is the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, as
well as more than 400 educational institutions.
Kyiv is one of the largest industrial centers in Ukraine. The
city is a major center of engineering, ferrous and nonferrous
metallurgy. There are factories of various industries in Kyiv: food,
chemical and light industry.
Kyiv is the largest transport hub in Ukraine. The city is
located on the banks of the Dnieper River. That is why Kyiv is the
main and largest river port of the country. The Dnieper connects
the capital with the Black Sea. This provides Ukraine with trade
ties with various European countries.
Kyiv is a powerful railway junction. There is a network of
railway stations and stations. Domestic and international trains
pass through Kyiv.
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The main street of Kyiv is Khreshchatyk. It is a very wide
and beautiful street. Open-air concerts and military parades take
place there all the time.
One of the busiest places in the city is Independence
Square, which is quite small. It connects the three main streets of
Kyiv – Khreshchatyk, Institutska and Heroiv Nebesnoi Sotni .
No significant event takes place without the participation
of Independence Square. No significant events take place without
the participation of Independence Square. It was Maidan in 2014
that witnessed the revolutionary events in Ukraine.
Kyiv is a very beautiful city, which is considered a major
theater and music center. The city has about 35 theaters and
concert halls and 32 museums. Kyiv has preserved many historical
monuments, ancient cultural sites, museums, theaters, gardens and
parks. The most famous architectural monuments are St. Sophia
Cathedral, Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra, St. Andrew's Church, the famous
Golden Gate and the Mariinsky Palace.
Kyiv has been famous for its sports traditions for a long
time. The most popular sport in Kyiv is football. Dynamo Kyiv is
considered a strong team in Europe. There are about 24 stadiums
in the city.
Thousands of people want to visit this wonderful city.
Welcome to the Ukrainian capital!
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EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. Which city is the capital of Ukraine?
Your answer: ____.
2. Where is Kyiv located?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is the name of the main street of Kyiv?
Your answer: _____.
4. What industry is developing in the capital?
Your answer: _____.
5. What kind of sport is the most popular in Kyiv?
Your answer: _____.
6. Name the most famous architectural monuments in Kyiv.
Your answer: _____.
7. Why was the city named Kyiv in the 5th century?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Write 5-7 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 3. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. There are many … cities in Ukraine.
2. The city … in the north of Ukraine.
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3. Kyiv was about 3 million….
4. The total area of Kyiv is …
5. The main … of Kyiv is Khreshchatyk
6. The most popular … in Kyiv is football.

Words for reference: 839 square kilometers, sport, big, is
located, inhabitants, street.
EXERCISE 4. Make and write sentences from these
words.
Example: second, Kharkiv, the, city, in, Ukraine, largest,
is. – Kharkiv is the second largest city in Ukraine.
1. of, Khreshchatyk, the, Kyiv, street, is, main.
2. Ukraine, center, is, Kyiv, cultural, of, political, and.
3. Kyiv, a lot of, and, various, industries, In, there are, factories.
4. hub, is, in, the largest, Kyiv, Ukraine, transport.
5. scientific, of, country, of, center, is, the, Ukraine, the largest,
The capital.
6. cathedrals, There are, palaces, and, many, here, different.

EXERCISE 5 The year 1980 was a leap year. Say which
of these years were leap too:
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EXERCISE 6. From the given words form a phrase.
Example: River port.
the largest
port
economic

team

main

life

transport

traditions

food

communications

river

center

shopping

area

international

town

sports

connection

strong

industry

EXERCISE 7. Read the sentences and tick which is (T)
true or (F) false.
1. The city settlement in Kyiv emerged in the late 8th
century.
2. The name of the capital is connected with the appearance
of three brothers in the city – Kyi, Shchek, Khoriv and their
sister Lybid, archaeologists claim that the settlement was
named after Kyiv's older brother – Kyi.
3. The city of Kyiv is located in the north of Ukraine. The
total area of Kyiv is 839 square kilometers.
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4. The capital has the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the
Cabinet of Ministers, the Presidential Administration and
embassies of foreign countries working in Ukraine.
5. Kyiv is one of the largest industrial centers in Ukraine.
6. The city is located on the banks of the Danube river.
7. That is why Kyiv is the main and largest river port of the
country.
8. The main street of Kyiv is Sumskaya.
9. It was Maidan in 2014 that witnessed the revolutionary
events in Ukraine.
10. The city has about 35 theaters and concert halls and 32
museums.
11. The most popular sport in Kyiv is volleyball.
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GRAMMAR FUTURE SIMPLE
Look, read and remember

Future Simple
Formation

Application
I will go to the cinema

+

I, we, he, she, it, you, they + tomorrow.

Will + V

She will finish school
next year.

-

I, we, he, she, it, you, they +

She will not finish

Won’t / will not

school next year.
Will you go to the

I, we,

?

Will +

+

he, she,
it, you,

I won’t tell anybody.

cinema tomorrow?

V...? Will she finish school
next year?

they

We often use will / won’t + infinitive for future
predictions i.e. to say things we think, guess or know

Spelling

about the future.
We use going to that translated as "going to do

rules

something." It is often used when we are drawing up a
plan of action for the future, both in the next year and
for the coming weekend.
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EXERCISE 8. Instead of points, insert will / going to.
I … an engineer. I think engineer … a very interesting job.
He … talk with new people every day. A good engineer …
accurate, careful, concentrated and serious. He … work with
computers, have creative idea. An engineer … speak a foreign
language.
The profession of engineer … very fashionable in future.
Our country… huge potential, we … become first in all production
sectors.
I … to work as an engineer and … invent new machines
and devices, thereby contributing to the development of our state.

EXERCISE 9. Check it. Tick the correct sentence.
1. A) Where did you go yesterday?
B) Where you went yesterday?
2. A) Did she get the job?
B) Did she got the job?
3. A) He study Ukraine in university.
B) He studied Ukraine at university.
4. A) What did you have for breakfast?
B) What had you for breakfast?
5. A) I was in Istanbul last week.
B) I was to Istanbul the last week.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
engineering

|endʒɪˈnɪərɪŋ|

metallurgy

|mɪˈtalədʒɪ|

factory

|ˈfækt(ə)rɪ|

antiquity

|ænˈtɪkwɪtɪ|

foreign embassies

|ˈfɒrɪn ˈembəsɪz|

ancient city

|ˈeɪnʃ(ə)nt ˈsɪtɪ|

connection

|kəˈnekʃ(ə)n|

monument

|ˈmɒnjʊm(ə)nt|

bank

|bæŋk|
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TOPIC 5
KHARKIV IS A CITY OF STUDENTS

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
The capital of Ukraine. The first capital. Kharkiv city. Big
city. Small town. Old town. Сultural life. Historical and
architectural monuments. Opera and Ballet Theatre. Stadiums.
Industrial center. Cultural center. Underground. Public transport.
Botanical natural monument. Central garden. Park of culture. The
symbol of the city “Mirror Stream”. Foreign students. Ukrainian
poet Taras Shevchenko.

Read the text.
Kharkiv is a big and beautiful city. The city has a long
history and interesting cultural life. Kharkiv is the second largest
city in Ukraine. It was founded in 1654 (one thousand six hundred
and fifty fourth year). Kharkiv is called the “first capital” because
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it was the capital of Ukraine from 1919 to 1934. It is a large
scientific, cultural, industrial and transport center of the country.
Kharkiv is called the city of science and students, because
there are many educational institutions where Ukrainian and
foreign students study. About 160 thousand students study in
Kharkiv, including 12 thousand foreign students who receive
education in 36 higher educational institutions of the city. Kharkiv
universities train engineers, physicians, economists, lawyers,
pharmacists, and cultural workers, agrarians and humanitarians.
There are large machine-building plants in Kharkiv, as well
as enterprises of the electrical and chemical industries. Kharkov is
the industrial center of Ukraine. Kharkov factories produce planes,
tractors, tanks, cars, turbines and other products.
The most famous of them are: “Kharkiv Tractor Plant”,
“Malyshev Plant”, “Ukrelectromash”, “Turboatom”.
Also Kharkiv is a large cultural center in the eastern region
of Ukraine. The most famous architectural monuments of Kharkiv
are Derzhprom, a monument to Taras Shevchenko, Freedom
Square, “Mirror Stream” and others. Derzhprom or the House of
State Industry is the first “Ukrainian skyscraper” which was built
in 1925.
The oldest street in Kharkiv is called Sumskaya – the road
to the city of Sumy. The Taras Shevchenko Garden is located in
the heart of Kharkiv. Now this garden is a botanical natural
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monument. In the central garden of Kharkiv there is a monument
to the great Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko. There are also 6
state theaters, 21 museums and 15 cinemas in Kharkiv. The
Lysenko Kharkiv National Academic Opera and Ballet Theater is
known far beyond the borders of Ukraine. On the opposite side of
the theater there is a pavilon – a fountain, the first symbol of the
city, “Mirror Stream”, which is considered the business card of
Kharkiv. “Mirror Stream” is included in the list of “7 Wonders of
Kharkiv”. Kharkiv Svobody Square is the largest one in Ukraine,
and the sixth largest square in Europe. Kharkiv Svobody Square
occupies 11.6 hectares, its length is 750 meters.
There are sports palaces, a bicycle track, 32 stadiums and a
hockey club in Kharkiv. The central stadium of the city for
Kharkiv residents is the Metallist stadium. Once a year in August,
the city hosts a marathon, and twice a year there are bicycle races.
Kharkiv has a large number of libraries. The Volodymyr
Korolenko State Scientific Library belongs to the largest Kharkiv
libraries.
There are more than 25 markets and bazaars in Kharkiv.
The Barabashovo market is widely known in Ukraine. Its area is
75 hectares.
Kharkiv has a vatious types of transport. The Kharkiv
underground was opened in 1975 in the city – high-speed rail
public transport, there are also trolleybuses, trams and buses.
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Choose your favorite type of transport and be sure to come to
study in Kharkiv!

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. In what year was Kharkiv the first capital of
Ukraine?
Your answer: ____.
2. In what year was Kharkiv built?
Your answer: _____.
3. What industrial enterprises are there in Kharkiv?
Your answer: _____.
4. Name the sights of Kharkiv.
Your answer: _____.
5. Why Kharkiv is called the city of science, students?
Your answer: ____.
6. What poet of Ukraine was a monument built in the central
garden of Kharkiv?
Your answer: _____.
7. What is considered the business card of Kharkiv?
Your answer: _____.
8. What is the largest square in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
9. In what year was the Kharkiv underground opened?
Your answer: _____.
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10. How many higher educational institutions are there in the
Kharkiv city?
Your answer: ____

Interesting to know


This is a city of 5 rivers: Kharkiv, Lopan, Udy,

Netecha and Nemyshlya.


Kharkiv is the largest city on the 50th parallel:

Krakow, Prague and Mainz are larger.


Kharkiv region “Saltovka” is the “largest bedroom

community” in Ukraine. More than 400,000 people live here.
Every fourth resident of the city is from “Saltovka”.


The greatest depth of the Kharkiv underground is

35 meters. This is the height of a five-story building.


The oldest zoo in Ukraine is located in Kharkiv.



Kharkiv Derzhprom is the first skyscraper built in

the Soviet Union.


Kharkiv was recognized as the best city for the

quality of life in Ukraine in 2015.

EXERCISE 2. Complete the phrases.
Example: Eastern Europe.
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1.

Educational

a. transport

2.

Eastern

b. stadium.

3.

Football

c. institutions.

4.

Chemical

d. Europe.

5.

Concert

e. industry.

6.

Various

f. hall

7.

Academic

h. race

8.

Bicycle

g. theater

9.

Great

i. poets

EXERCISE 3. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
Words for reference: Sumska, beautiful, plants, stadium,
city, Europe, Taras Shevchenko.
1. Kharkiv is a big and … city.
2. There are large machine-building … in Kharkiv.
3. The oldest street in Kharkiv is called … .
4. Kharkiv Svobody Square is the largest in ….
5. The … Garden is located in the heart of Kharkiv.
6. The central … of the city for Kharkiv residents is the Metallist
stadium.
7. Kharkiv is the second largest … in Ukraine.
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EXERCISE 4. Write 7-10 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.
EXERCISE 5. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION.
Think and answer the questions.


Which university in Kharkiv do you want to study

at? Why?


What do you like in the city of Kharkiv?



On what kind of transport, you have never traveled?

Which one do you want to try?

EXERCISE 6. Read the sentences and tick which is (T)
true or (F) false.
1. Kharkiv Freedom Square is the smallest in Europe.
2. The Taras Shevchenko Garden is located in the heart of
Kharkiv.
3. Kharkiv residents and guests of the city have a unique
opportunity to see the stars in the middle of the day, because
a planetarium operates in Kharkiv.
4. There are more than 10 groceries, clothing markets and
bazaars in Kharkiv. Well-known market «Boryspil».
5. Kharkiv is the first largest city in Ukraine.
6. Kharkiv is a large industrial center with great cultural
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traditions.
7. In the central garden of Kharkiv there is a monument to
the great Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko.
8. Derzhprom, or the House of State Industry, is the first
“skyscraper in the world”.
9. The oldest street in Kharkiv is called Sumskaya – the
road to the city of Kyiv.

GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember

Present

Past

Future

+

I dance

I danced

I will dance

-

I don’t dance

I didn’t dance

I will not dance

?

Do I dance?

Did I dance?

Will I dance?

EXERCISE 7. Expand the brackets, using verbs in the
Present Simple, Past Simple or Future Simple.
Example: I (to go) to bed at ten o’clock every day. I (to
go) to bed at ten o’clock yesterday. I (to go) to bed at ten o’clock
tomorrow.
1. I go to bed at ten o’clock every day. I went to bed at ten
o’clock yesterday. I will go to bed at ten o’clock tomorrow.
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2. I (not to go) to school every day. I (not to go) to school yesterday. I (not to go) to school tomorrow.
3. You (to watch) TV every day? You (to watch) TV yesterday?
You (to watch) TV tomorrow?
4. When you (to leave) home for work every day? When you (to
leave) home for work yesterday? When you (to leave) home for
work tomorrow?
5. My brother (to go) to work every day. Yesterday he (not to go)
to work. Yesterday he (to get) up at nine o’clock.
6. What you (to buy) at the shop yesterday? I (to buy) a book.
7. Yesterday my father (not to read) newspapers because he (to be)
very busy. He (to read) newspapers tomorrow.

EXERCISE 8. Find the correct answer.
1. The oldest street in Kharkiv is called…
A) “Pushkinskaya”;
B) “Klochkovskaya”;
C) “Sumskaya”.
2. An iconic place for Kharkiv residents is the updated stadium ...
A) “Dynamo”;
B) “Footbolist”;
C) “Metalist”.
3. In the heart of Kharkiv is located ...
A) Taras Shevchenko Garden;
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B) “Feldman Ecopark”;
C) “Mezhyhirya” park.
4. Kharkiv Svoboda Square occupies 11.6 hectares, its length is ...
A) 750 meters;
B) 1750 meters;
C) 7500 meters;
5. The largest Kharkiv libraries include the State Scientific Library
named after ...
A) Lesya Ukrainka;
B) Vladimir Korolenko;
C) Mikhail Hrushevsky.

EXERCISE 9. Make and write sentences from these
words.
Example: second, Kharkiv, the, city, in, Ukraine, largest,
is. Kharkiv is the second largest city in Ukraine.
1. Freedom, the largest, Kharkiv, in, square, Europe, is.
2. garden, Now, botanical, is, natural, monument, this, a.
3. In, many, the, Kharkiv, monuments, city, building there
are, of.
4. an opportunity, city, of, Guests, to see, the, have, in, the
middle of the day, the stars.
5. In, garden, Ukrainian, the, of, great, central, to,
Shevchenko, the, Kharkiv, there is, poet Taras, the monument.
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6. opened, In, Kharkiv, the, city, 1975, was, in,
underground, the.

EXERCISE 10. Write out nouns from the text and
choose the plural form for them and conversely from the
plural write the singular form.
Example: trolleybus – trolleybuses, cities – city.
My home city is Kharkiv. It is one of the largest cities in
Ukraine. The population of the city is over 1,440,000 citizens.
Kharkiv is a beautiful, great city located in the North-East of
Ukraine. (500 kilometres from Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine.)
Kharkiv is the former capital of Ukraine. The main rivers of
Kharkiv are the Kharkiv, the Lopan, the Udy and there are also
some small rivers. The climate in Kharkiv is moderately
continental, with moderately mild winters and long, hot,
sometimes dry summers.
In the center of the city there is a beautiful garden, which
bears the name of Taras Shevchenko. Near it you can see Svody
Square, one of the largest squares in Europe. All city celebrations
are usually held there. There is also a new building of the Kharkiv
Opera and Ballet theatre nearby.

It is a very interesting

monumental structure.
Kharkiv is a large scientific and student center. It has a lot
of research and educational institutions.
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Kharkiv is a large industrial center. There they make
planes, turbines, tractors, TVs and bicycles.
There are many monuments, some theatres, museums, a
circus and a planetarium in Kharkiv. The citizens of Kharkiv are
very proud of their wonderful city.

EXERCISE 11. Complete with in, on or at.
Example: on Saturday
The evening, 22nd September, the summer, 7.30, night,
Monday mornings, the weekend, January.
At
1. With time
– at 3 o’clock
– at 3 a.m.
2. With holidays
– at Chistmas
– at weekend
3. In expressions
– at the moment
– at present
– at night
– at noon/
lunchtime

Рrepositions of time
In
On
1. With months
1. With days
– in March
– on Monday
– in December
– on Saturday
2. With the season 2. With dates
– in spring
– on 3rd July
– in winter
– on December 24
3. With adjective +
3. With years
– in 1999
day
– in 2014
– on a cold day
– on a rainy day
4. With centuries
– in the 21st century 4. With a certain
part of the day
– on Friday evening

EXERCISE 12. Match the sentences and pictures.
1. One of the first Ukrainian skyscrapers, built in 1925 on
the largest square in Kharkiv ...
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2. At the entrance to the central alley of the garden from the side
of Sumskaya Street, there is a 16.5-meter monument to the
Ukrainian poet ...
3. Garden ...., which is located in the center of Kharkiv and is a
botanical natural monument of local importance.
4. A business card of Kharkiv, a pavilon – a fountain, the first
symbol of the city located on Sumskaya street is called …
5. Here football matches and home matches of the “Metalist”
football club are held, the place where the Euro 2012
championship took place.
6. A place where funny and exciting performances, touring artists
are constantly held, which is very popular among residents and
visitors of the city.
7. This is one of the oldest musical theaters in Ukraine, one of the
most outstanding theaters in Kharkiv.
8. This place ... is a favorite meeting place for lovers where they
make romantic dates.
9. The largest ... in Ukraine and 6th largest in Europe.
10. Central Park of ... culture and rest – the main entertainment
area of the city and one of the largest in Ukraine.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
underground

|ˌʌndəˈɡraʊnd|

monument

|ˈmɒnjʊm(ə)nt|

science center

|ˈsʌɪəns ˈsentər|

industrial

|ɪnˈdʌstrɪəl|

scientific

|sʌɪənˈtɪfɪk|

square

|skwɛː|

market

|ˈmɑːkɪt|

central stadium

|ˈsɛntr(ə)l ˈsteɪdɪəm|
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TOPIC 6
TRADITIONS AND CUSTOMS OF UKRAINIANS

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Hospitality. People, Folk songs, folk dances. Traditions.
Folk traditions. Traditional food. National clothes. Embroidered
clothes. Embroidered shirt. Ukrainian cuisine. Traditional dishes.
Remember all the good. Apologize. Borsch. Dumplings. Pies,
Stewed fruit. Meet with bread and salt. Celebrations. Wish for
Faith, Hope and love. Carols. Mass festivities. Christmas.
Wedding traditions. Pumpkin. Embroidered towel.

Read the text A.
There are many folk traditions and customs in Ukraine.
Ukrainian cuisine, like the cuisine of every nation, has its own
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characteristics. Food in Ukraine is very various, rich and delicious,
it is known far beyond the country.
Popular national dishes include borsch, vareniki (a small
boiled pie stuffed with cottage cheese and berries), dumplings,
kulich, stewed cabbage, roast, donuts with garlic and other dishes.
Among the drinks the most popular are stewed fruit (dried fruit
compote), kvass, beer and mead. A bread takes a main place in the
Ukrainians’ nutrition. There was always bread on the table on an
embroidered towel, and salt next to it in Ukrainian houses. Bread
for Ukrainians is not only the basis of food; it symbolizes the
hospitality and well-being of the family. Guests are always greeted
with bread and salt as a sign of deep respect. All holidays in
Ukraine are accompanied by a rich feast, full of gifts from the
generous Ukrainian land.
The people of Ukraine are famous for their hospitality,
because “cheerful guest is for the joy of all home”, there are a lot
of folk songs and dances for that in Ukraine. The national dance of
the Ukrainians is “Hopak”, Ukrainian table song is “Nese Galya
Vodu”; national clothing is “vishyvanka” – an embroidered shirt.
Ukrainians like to embellish their cloths with embroidery. They
embroider with a cross and threads of different colors.
At this time, the Ukrainian people have taken their national
traditions and every year at the third Thursday of May celebrate
“Vishyvanka” Day. On this day, everyone, both in Ukraine and
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abroad, people wears embroidered shirts to work, schools and
instituions.

Read the text B.
Foreign guests really like Ukrainian cuisine, as well as
Ukrainian culture, traditions and customs of the Ukrainian people.
The whole life of Ukrainians is imbued with a vault of
interesting customs that have passed through the centuries. The
most popular holidays in Ukraine are Christmas, Shrovetide,
Easter, and New Year. Ukrainians like these holidays very much
and believe that they bring faith, hope, and love in their family and
are able to unite people from different regions of the country.
Christmas. During the Christmas holidays in Ukraine, a
popular tradition of caroling, when children go from house to
house, sing Christmas songs and wish the owners peace and good
luck, “sowing” the floor with wheat grains, which brings
prosperity and happiness into the house. As a token of gratitude,
the owners give the children sweets and coins that bring good luck
for the whole year. On this day, people remember all the good
things that happened in the past year and wish each other health
and happiness.
Shrovetide. Holiday of winter farewells and spring
meeting. An indispensable attribute of the carnival are pancakes –
round, ruddy, hot – they are a symbol of the bright and warm sun.
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In Ukraine, along with pancakes, dumplings with cottage cheese
are especially popular. Shrovetide has always been a special joy.
Mass festivities are held this day. In addition, on this day it is
customary to apologize to all relatives, acquaintances, to be
cleaned of all bad thoughts.
Easter is the main Orthodox holiday, which fills believers
with bright joy. On Easter night it is not customary to sleep,
people go to church and carry in their beautiful baskets a variety
of dishes for Easter and Easter eggs (decorated boiled eggs) for
consecration, and when they return home, they start a festive
breakfast with Easter food, wishing each other well.
Wedding traditions. Family is of great importance for
Ukrainians, which is why wedding traditions are followed with
special care. The most favorite and respected holiday is a
wedding.

Wedding

ceremonies

begin

with

the

rite

of

matchmaking: the groom and his relatives went to meet the
relatives of the future wife. In case of consent to marriage, the girl
took out an embroidered towel for the suitor, and in case of her
refusal, she took out a pumpkin. A few days before the wedding,
the traditional ceremonial bread was baked – the wedding loaf
(large round bread). Only happy married women were trusted to
bake a wedding loaf. On the wedding day, the groom follows the
bride, in the yard where he was demanded a ransom. After the
wedding ceremony, the celebration, according to tradition, is hel
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in the groom's house. Celebrations, games and songs often
continue the next day.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. Name the popular dishes of Ukrainian cuisine.
Your answer: ____.
2. Name the popular drinks of Ukrainians.
Your answer: ____.
3. Name the most popular holidays in Ukraine?
Your answer: ____.
4. What dish occupies the main place in the Ukrainians’
nutrition?
Your answer: ____.
5. What is the name of the holiday of winter farewells and the
meeting of spring?
Your answer: ____.
6. How did Ukrainians decorate their clothes ?
Your answer: ____.
7. Name the national dance and national Ukrainian clothes.
Your answer: ____.
8. What is a big round bread at a wedding called?
Your answer: ____.
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EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Example: Folk songs.
Ukrainian. Folk. Holiday. Food. Wedding. Sun. Meeting.
Family. Clothing. Wedding.

EXERCISE

3.

Write

8-10

new

words

in

the

vocabulary that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 4. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Decorate clothes.
Wedding

apology

To endure

songs

Symbol

traditions

National

carols

Folk

clothes

Sing

sun

Decorate

pumpkin

Ask

dish
EXERCISE 5. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION
Think and answer the questions.
1. What popular traditional dishes of Ukrainian cuisine do

you prefer?
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2. Tell us what traditions and customs do your people have?
3. What national holidays are there in your country?
4. What wedding traditions do your people have?
5. Name your national dance.

EXERCISE 6. Explain what it is?
• Easter eggs
• Wedding
• Dumplings /vareniki/
GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember

MANY

(How many coins do

you have?)

FEW

COUNTABLE

(Take a few coins from

my pocket)

A LOT OF
MUCH

(How much money

do you have?)

LITTLE

UNCOUNTABLE
(He spends a little

money on buying books)

EXERCISE 7. Instead of points, insert “many, much,
few, little” in meaning.
Example: We have got many sandwiches.
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1. They have too … furniture in the room.
2. There are too … books on your desk.
3. They ate … food and were still hungry.
4. You have too … mistakes in the test.
5. You put too … vegetables in the soup.
6. I can rest today, I have … things to do.
7. You put too … fruit in the salad.
8. She earns … money and can’t buy expensive clothes.
9. The child has … friends and he sometimes feels lonely.

EXERCISE 8. Choose from the suggested words what a
vegetarian eats and what an ordinary person eats.
Vegetarian

Ordinary person

Example: Vegetarian eats potatoes.
Potatoes, meat, carrots, tomatoes, dumplings with cherries,
cucumber, egg, fat, broccoli, cabbage, borscht without meat
(lean)pancake, fish, beans, sausage, cereals, cottage cheese, milk,
apples, bananas.
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EXERCISE 9. Find the correct answer.
1. What is the name of the holiday in Ukraine where
children sing carols?
A) New Year;
B) Shrovetide.
C) Christmas.
2. Bread for Ukrainians is…
A) basis food;
B) a symbol of hospitality and well-being of the family;
C) national dish.
3. Borsch, vareniki, dumplings, kulish, stewed cabbage, roast,
donuts with garlic are…
A) popular drinks;
B) a symbol of hospitality and well-being of the family;
C) popular national dish.
4. National clothes, which are embroidered with a cross,
threads of different colors.
A) hopak;
B) shawl;

C) "vishyvanka".
5. In the case of consent to marriage, what did the Ukrainian
girl bring to the groom?
A) embroidered towel;
B) pumpkin;
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C) "vishyvanka".
LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
custom

|ˈkʌstəm|

folk traditions

|fəʊk trəˈdɪʃ(ə)n|

cabbage

|ˈkæbɪdʒ|

hospitality

|hɒspɪˈtælɪtɪ|

embroidery

|ɪmˈbrɔɪd(ə)rɪ|

pancakes

|ˈpænkeɪks|

stewed fruit

|stjuːd fruːt|

dumplings

|ˈdʌmplɪŋz|

wedding

|ˈwedɪŋ|

Assignment for modular test work
Write a short project for the following topics (70 – 100
words)
1. Ukraine is a wonderful country.
2. Kyiv is the capital of Ukraine.
3. Traditions and culture of Ukraine.
4. Economy in Ukraine.
5. The famous people of Ukraine.
6. The Symbols of Ukraine.
7. Kharkiv is a beautiful student city.
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TOPIC 7
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN THE CONTEXT OF
BOLOGNA PROCESS

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Doctor of philosophy – doctors of philosophy. Process –
processes. Standard –

standards. One university –

five

universities – five hundred and fifteen universities. European
higher education – higher education – standards of education.
Bologna process – Bologna system. Technical university – one
university – many universities. European reforms – the European
system. Education process – education institution – level of
education.

Read the text.
Higher education is a professional, practical and scientific
preparation of a student with a certain qualification. A person
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acquires higher education at a university or other higher education
institution as a result of the learning process in their future
specialty.
Education is learning and acquisition of new knowledge.
Getting education is an important task that all people need
to solve. Citizens of Ukraine and other countries can acquire
higher education in state education institutions. You get higher
education at the National Technical University “Kharkiv
Polytechnic Institute” (NTU “KhPI”). Students of NTU “KhPI”
study iin accordance with Bologna system. The Bologna system is
European reforms and a unified education system in Europe. In
1999, in the city of Bologna (Italy), university leaders from 29
countries signed the European education standard.
Standard (from the English standard – norm, sample) - 1)
the same as the standard; 2) a document establishing a set of
norms, rules, requirements and tasks. The education standard is a
document that defines the end results of education that are
necessary for the education process. European standards of
education are ensuring the quality of higher education in the
European space.
The Bologna process is a process of bringing closer the
European countries and harmonization of education systems and
the scientific space in order to obtain a single European higher
education.
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The Bologna system has:
the same level of education system in Europe;
the same scale of student knowledge assessments
according to the ECTS type;
identical samples of university diplomas;
unified system of educational levels: bachelor,
master, doctor of philosophy.
Ukraine joined the Bologna process in May 2005. Thus,
our country has committed itself to reforming the national
education system in accordance with the Bologna declaration. All
students at European universities study in the Bologna system.
Now 515 universities from 46 countries participate in the
Bologna process. Countries that have implemented the Bologna
system help each other and improve the learning process.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using text
1. What is a higher education?
Your answer: _____.
2. What is the full name of the NTU “KhPI”?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is education?
Your answer: _____.
4. What is the Bologna system?
Your answer: _____.
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5. According to what system are students of NTU “KhPI”
study?
Your answer: _____.
6. In which city of Italy were the European standards of the
Bologna process signed?
Your answer: _____.
7. When were the European standards of the Bologna process
signed?
Your answer: _____.
8. When did Ukraine join the Bologna process?
Your answer: _____.
9. How many countries and universities are currently
participating in the Bologna process?
Your answer: _____.
10. What is a standard?
Your answer: _____.
11. What is an education standard?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Write 3–5 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 3. Make phrases with these words.
Example: Education standard.
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City, standard, university, Europe, students, study,
education, system, reform.
EXERCISE 4. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Bologna process
Big

reforms

Technical

institution

Training

process

Bologna

education

European

university

The same

city

European

standart

European

diplomas

EXERCISE 5. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. At the university, students acquire higher…

education.

2. Studying and acquisition of new knowledge is ... 3. In 1999, the
heads of universities in …in Bologna signed European education
standards. 4. Ukraine joined to the Bologna process in... 5. Now in
the Bologna process participate… universities from 46 countries.
6. The Bologna system have the same system of … in Europe. 7.
All students at universities in Europe …
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according to the

Bologna system. 8. Countries that have implemented … help to
each other and improve the learning process.
Words for reference: education, vocational, 29 countries,
May 2005, 515, education levels, study, the Bologna system.

EXERCISE 6. Write sentences or questions with
already, just, yet.
Example: He / arrive. (already) -

He has already

arrived.
I / have/ breakfast. (just)
You / finish/ your / homework? (yet)
The film / start. (already)
I / not meet / his girlfriend. (yet)
They / get married. (just)
You are too late. He / go / home. (already)
You / speak / to him? (yet)
I / not read / his new book. (yet).

EXERCISE 7. Find in this word-snake so many words
as you can.

EDUCATIONATAPPLESTANDARDCOUNTRYON
STUDENT
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GRAMMAR PRESENT PERFECT
Look, read and remember
Present Perfect
They have

+

I

already

You

been

They

this

We + have + V3

beautiful

to

He

She

has

She + has+ V3

finished her

It

tasks

country
I
-

I have not He

You

seen

They
We + have not + V3

boy

It

He has not
watch TV

Has

I
?

the She + has not + V3

Have you

You
They
Have + We + V3?

He

never

ever been Has + She + V3?

tasted

to Paris?

mango

It

she

or

orange?
Spelling rules

Use yet in “?” sentences and in “–“ sentences to ask if something has happened or
to say if it has not. Put yet at the end of the sentence. *Have you taken medicine
yet?
Use just in “+” sentences to say that something happened very recently. Put just
before the main verb.

* I have just breakfast.

Use already in “+” sentences to say that something happened before now or earlier
than expected. Put already before the main job. * He’s already arrived.
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EXERCISE 8. Choose words on the subject of the
Bologna Process in Ukraine.
Model, an apple, vocational education, eat, the Bologna
process, nature, read, the European standards, milk, puzzle, must,
university, ocean, moon, student, learn, jam, diploma, study, food,
day, learning process, education levels, busy, rain, knowledge.
EXERCISE 9. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION.
Think and answer the questions.
1. Why do European universities teach students in the
Bologna system?
2. Why do young people want to get higher education according to
European standards?

EXERCISE 10. Complete the phrases. Write them
down.
1. Higher education is ...
2. Education standards are ...
3. Education is ...
4. The Bologna process is ...
5. Bologna system has the same in Europe …
6. The European standards of the Bologna process were signed
in…
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7. Now in the Bologna process involved ... universities from ...
countries.
8. Ukraine joined the Bologna process in …
9. In the city of Bologna (Italy) in ... the European education
standard was signed.
10. Students of NTU “KhPI” study in ...

EXERCISE 11. Write out nouns from the text and
choose the plural form for them and conversely from the
plural write the singular form.
Example: Reform – reforms, cities – city.

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
Bologna system

|bəˈlɒnjə ˈsɪstəm|

higher education

|ˈhʌɪə ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|

diploma

|dɪˈpləʊmə|

European standards

|jʊərəˈpiːən ˈstændədz|

institute

|ˈɪnstɪtjuːt|

training

|ˈtreɪnɪŋ|

education

|ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|

university

|juːnɪˈvəːsɪti|

participate

|pɑːˈtɪsɪpeɪt|
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TOPIC 8
THE HISTORY OF NATIONAL TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY “KHARKIV POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE”
AND EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES AT UNIVERSITY

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
University. Technical university. Polytechnic institute.
Education. Higher education. Vocational education. To study.
Study at university. Faculty. Two faculties. Mechanical faculty.
Chemical faculty. Specialty. One specialty. To train. Center.
Science. Center. Big science center. Participate. In the project.
Participate in the international project. To occupy a position.

Read the text.
A university is a higher education institution where
students acquire higher vocational education. Our university is
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called the National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute”. This is one of the largest universities in Ukraine.
The National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute” is the full name of the university, and the short name is
NTU

“KhPI”.

National

Technical

University

“Kharkiv

Polytechnic Institute” is the first technical institute in Ukraine. It
was founded in 1885 (one thousand eight hundred eighty-five). Its
first name was Kharkiv Institute of Technology. Physicist Viktor
Kirpichov created the Kharkiv Institute of Technology and
became its first rector. In 1885, the institute had only two faculties
– mechanical and chemical.
Only 125 students studied at a technical institute. In 1946
(nine hundred and forty-sixth), the Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute
held the first admission of foreign citizens.
In 2000 (two thousandth), the Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute was given the status of a National University.
Now the university has 5 institutes and 4 faculties.
Today NTU “KhPI” is one of the leading universities that
trains engineers in 42 specialties. The University not only teaches
students. Our university is a large scientific center that is engaged
in research, creates new technologies, participates in international
scientific projects and programs.
National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute” takes 650-701 position in the ranking of the best
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universities in the world QS World University Rankings and
second place among technical universities in Ukraine.
Rating is a list of the best (people, countries, universities).
Long-term cooperation with various foreign partners,
which is carried out under direct agreements with 130 (one
hundred thirty) higher education institutions from 35 (thirty five)
countries of the world, is important for NTU “KhPI”.
National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute” trains future engineers.
In the 2020 (two thousand and twentieth), NTU “KhPI”
turned 135 years old.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is a university?
Your answer: _____.
2. What is the full name of our university?
Your answer: _____.
3. How many faculties were at the institute in 1885?
Your answer: _____.
4. How old is NTU “KhPI”?
Your answer: _____.
5. What is a rating?
Your answer: _____.
6. Who was the first rector of a technological institute?
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Your answer: _____.
7. What year was the Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute given the
status of a National University?
Your answer: _____.
8. What is the position of our university in the ranking of the
best universities in the world?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. At the university, students…………… vocational
education.
2. Our university is…… the National Technical University
“Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”.
3. In 1885, the institute………only two faculties – mechanical and
chemical.
4. The university creates new technologies, ……….. in
international scientific projects and programs.
5. National Technical University “KhPI”……… 650-701 position
in the ranking of the best universities in the world.
6. The profession of an engineer is one of the ………… in the
world.
Words for reference: had, participates, called, takes, most
famous, receive.
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EXERCISE 3. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. A university is ...
2. The full name of NTU “KhPI”. – ...
3. The first name of NTU “KhPI”. – ...
4. The first rector of the Kharkiv Institute of Technology was ...
5. In 1885, the institute had only two faculties ...
6. Today NTU “KhPI” is one of the leading universities that
prepares ...
7. It was opened in ...
8. Now the university has ...
EXERCISE 4. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION
Think and answer the questions.
 Why do young people go to university after school?
 Which of your parents, friends or relatives told you
about NTU “KhPI”?
 Why did you choose NTU “KhPI” for your education?
 What do you like at our university?

EXERCISE 5. Read the sentences and tick which is (T)
true or (F) false.
1. Our university is called the National Technical
University “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”.
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2. NTU “KhPI”. is the short name of the university.
3. The

National

Technical

University

“Kharkiv

Polytechnic Institute” is the first technical institute in
Ukraine.
4. It was opened in 1866.
5. Physicist Viktor Kirpichov created the Kharkiv
Institute of Technology and became its first rector.
6. At that time, there were only three faculties at the
institute – mechanical and chemical.
7. Only 150 students studied at a technical institute.
8. In 2010, the Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute was
awarded the status of a National University.
9. Now the university has 5 institutes, 4 faculties.
10. In 2020, NTU “KhPI” turned 135 years old.
11. NTU “KhPI” held the first admission of foreign
citizens.
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GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember

Modal

Uses

Application

verbs

Can

ability
offers
request

Formal request/Permission
May/might Use to say perhaps you will
or won't do something
Use must for a personal
obligation/ Certainty that
Must
something is true/ e.g
a teacher to students
Use have to for a general
Have to
obligation// e.g. a rules at
work, university
Need to
Obligation and necessary
You should+ verb to give
Should

someone advice or say you

He can speak three
languages.
Can you take me to
squares
of
Independence?
We might go to class
tomorrow.
You must do your
homework today.

You have to speak
English
at
university.
You need to study a
lot.
You should drink
more water.

think is the tight thing

EXERCISE 6. Choose from the brackets a modal verb
that matches the sentence
1. You … (must / can) go to bed now.
2. She … (may / should) read this book.
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3. I … (must / may) go home.
4. He … (can / may) speak English.
5. The students … (must / may) use a calculator at the Maths
lessons.
6. My mother … (can / should) cook many delicious dishes.
7. My father … (must / can) drive a car.
8. Jack … (can / must) play the guitar very well.
9. You … (should / must) ask his advice.
10. Kate … (may / can) remember a lot of words.

EXERCISE 7. Complete the pharases.
1. Our university is called

a. NTU“KhPI” held the first
admission of foreign citizens.

2. The National Technical

b. was given the status of a

University “Kharkiv Polytechnic National University.
Institute was opened in
3. In 2000 (two thousandth), the

c. in 42 specialties.

Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute
4. In 1946 (nine hundred and

d. The National Technical

forty-sixth)

University “Kharkiv
Polytechnic Institute”

5. Now the university has

e. 1885.

6. NTU “KhPI” trains engineers

f. 5 institutes, 4 faculties.
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EXERCISE 8. Complete the crossword.

5

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

6

e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n

Across
1. Association of teachers of different specializations.
2. Learner of higher education, in some countries and secondary
school.
3. Set of stable values of the parameters of the object or subject.
4. The process of studying, experimenting, conceptualizing and
testing the theory associated with obtaining scientific knowledge.
5. A teaching and research unit of the university.
6. Higher education institution.
7. The type of labor activity of a person, usually his source of
subsistence.
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8. The system of knowledge about the laws in the development of
nature, society and thinking, as well as a separate branch of such
knowledge.
Down
4. Head of a higher education institution.
5. The science of substances, their composition and structure, their
properties, depending on the composition and structure.
6. A numerical indicator indicating the importance of an object

EXERCISE 9. Write 5-7 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
assistant

|əˈsɪst(ə)nt|

higher education institution

|ˈhʌɪə ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n ɪnstɪˈtjuːʃ(ə)n|

scientific work

|sʌɪənˈtɪfɪk ˈwɜːk|

preparatory department

|prɪˈparət(ə)ri dɪˈpɑːtm(ə)nt|

engineer training

|ɛndʒɪˈnɪə ˈtreɪnɪŋ|

international program

|ɪntəˈnaʃ(ə)n(ə)l ˈprəʊɡræm|

organization

|ɔːɡ(ə)nʌɪˈzeɪʃ(ə)n|

position

|pəˈzɪʃ(ə)n|

vice - rector

|vaɪs ˈrɛktə|

acquisition of knowledge

|ˌakwɪˈzɪʃ(ə)n ɒv ˈnɒlɪdʒ|

Rectorate

92 |ˈrɛkt(ə)rət|

TOPIC 9
STRUCTURE AND EDUCATIONAL – SCIENTIFIC
DEPARTMENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
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SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Faculty – 4 faculties. Institute– 5 institutes.
Bachelor – bachelors. Master – masters. Graduate student.
Graduate school, Ph.D.
Educational programs. Rector, Vice-rector. Dean. Dean’s office.
Director.
Structure. The level of the educational program.
The structure of education includes: preschool education, primary
education, secondary education, higher education.
The acquisition of knowledge, training students.
Faculty of international education.

Read the text.
The development of the educational system determines the
level of human development. People acquire education at school,
college, university and other educational institutions. The
Ukrainian education system consists of various educational
institutions. The structure of education in Ukraine includes:
preschool

education

(kindergartens);

secondary

education

(schools, lyceums, gymnasiums); vocational education (schools,
colleges); higher education (institutes, universities, academies);
postgraduate education.
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General secondary education is compulsory for all people
who live in Ukraine. After leaving school or college, young people
go to higher education institute.
Now 647 (six hundred forty-seven) state higher education
institutions work in Ukraine. State universities are budget
institutions, they are funded by the Ministry of education and
science of Ukraine. In Ukraine, there are also private educational
institutiona. Private universities are commercial institutions. They
appeared in Ukraine more than twenty-five years ago, in 1995
(one thousand nine hundred and ninety-five). Today there are 187
(one hundred eighty-seven) private universities in Ukraine.
Universities train specialists of three degrees and
educational qualification levels. In higher education of Ukraine
there are three levels of vocational education:


the first level is a bachelor (4 years of study);



the second level is a master (2 years of study);



the third level is postgraduate study, where a person is

engaged in scientific work in their specialty (4 years).
A postgraduate student is a person who studies in
postgraduate education. After studying in postgraduate education,
the postgraduate student receives a Ph.D. diploma in their
specialty.
Each university has its own structure and management
system. The structure of NTU “KhPI” consists of 5 institutes, 4
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faculties and 89 departments. University management is carried
out by the rector and vice-rectors.
The rector manages the university. The assistant to the
rector is a vice-rector. Vice-rectors help the rector in various areas:
in academic work, in scientific work, in international relations and
other types of work. NTU “KhPI” has six vice-rectors. The rector
and vice-rectors work in the main building of the university.
The educational process at the university is carried out at
institutes, faculties and departments. The main subdivisions of the
university are institutes and faculties.
The director is the head of the institute.
The dean is the head of the faculty.
The faculty is an educational and scientific subdivision of
the university. The faculty provides training for students in several
specialties. The dean, his/her deputies and faculty members work
at the faculty.
Foreign students study at the Faculty of International
Education. Admission of foreign students for pre-university
training lasts all year round. A foreign student studies at the
faculty for 10 months. Upon graduation, they receive a certificate
that allows them to enter one of the universities of Ukraine.
Each faculty has departments.
The department is an association of teachers of different
specializations. The university has general and graduating
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departments. The graduating departments train students in one
specialty. Teachers and supervisors work at the department.
There are other departments at the university: academic
department, accounting, legal department, human resources
department and library. All these subdivisions are associated with
the educational process and help students to graduate the
university.
EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text
1. What does the structure of education in Ukraine
include?
Your answer: _____.
2. What are the educational levels in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is included in the structure of the university?
Your answer: _____.
4. What are the main structural subdivisions of the university?
Your answer: _____.
5. How many institutes and faculties are there in NTU
“KhPI”?
Your answer: _____.
6. Who manages the university?
Your answer: _____.
7. What is a department?
Your answer: _____.
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8. What is a faculty?
Your answer: _____.
9. What is the name of the person who leads the university?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Find the correct answer to the question.
1. What is the name of the university department where
they provide training for foreign citizens?
A) the administration;
B) the educational department;
C) the faculty of international education.
2. Who leads the university?
A) rector;
B) dean;
C) the rector and vice-rectors.
3. Who helps the rector?
A) teachers;
B) vice-rectors;
C) students.
4. Who is studying in postgraduate education?
A) a student;
B) diploma holder;
C) postgraduate student.
5. What is a department?
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A) the association of students;
B) the association of interns;
C) the association of teachers.
6. What is the name of a higher educational institution where
educational programs of higher vocational education are
implemented?
A) faculty;
B) university;
C) library.

EXERCISE 3. Complete the phrases. Write them down.
The structure of education in Ukraine includes ...
Education is ...
After leaving school or college, young people enter ...
In higher education in Ukraine there are three ...
The first level of the educational program is ...
The second level of the educational program is ...
A person who is studying with postgraduate training program...
The person who head of the institute is ...
The person who head of the faculty is ...

EXERCISE 4. Write 3–5 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.
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EXERCISE 5. Look at the table and ask your friend
different questions about his/her university.
Where

locate...?

With whom

meet in university.?

When
How

do
many

faculties

does

your
university
you

go to your lessons.?
consist of…?
want

Why

to

study

in

NTU

“KhPI”…?

How often

pass the exams…?

EXERCISE − DISCUSSION 6.
Think and answer questions.


Are there any differences between the structure of

education in your country and in Ukraine?


Who manages the university?



What is the difference between a department and a faculty?

EXERCISE 7. Choose words on the subject of
university structure.
Nose, office, rector, page, vice-rector, metal, rain, pupil,
year, department, dean, faculty, winter, toy, postgraduate student,
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river, ship, salt, faculty of international education, director, mouse,
nature, ticket, home, subdivision, holiday, canal, busy, actor,
bachelor, ball, master, lesson, library.

EXERCISE 8. Insert the desired word in the sentence.
1. The structure of education in Ukraine ...: preschool
education, secondary education, vocational education, higher
education, postgraduate education. 2. In higher education of
Ukraine ... three levels of vocational education. 3. In the
postgraduate education a student … in scientific work in his
specialty. 4. Department ... training students in one specialty. 5.
The structure of NTU “KhPI”...: 5 institutes, 4 faculties, 89
departments. 6. Rector ... by the university. 7. Vice-rectors ... to
the rector in academic, scientific work and international relations.
8. Education of foreign students ... at the faculty of international
education.
Words for reference: engaged, there are, manage, consist
of, include, take place, hold, help.

EXERCISE 9. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Scientific work
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Education

educational

Kinder

work

Vocational

programs

Scientific

specialties

International

subdivision

Different

department

Educational scientific

garten

Training

communications

EXERCISE 10. Answer the questions using the
Something…, anything…, nothing…
•

What did you do yesterday afternoon?

___________________
•

Where did you go yesterday?

__________________________
•

Who did you see last night?
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GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
Something, anything, nothing
Formation

Application

Someone, Something Somewhere

+

with + when you don’t say who,
what where

-

I didn’t do anything at

questions or with - verb

the weekend

short answers or in sentences with a
+ verb

No, nobody. No one
phoned
Is there anything on the

Use

?

dinner

Anyone, anything, nothing in

Use nobody, nowhere, nothing in

.

I bought something for

anything, anybody, anyone in
questions

floor?
Is there anybody at the
door?

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
postgraduate education
vice-rector
rector
head
structure

|pəʊs(t)ˈɡradjʊət ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|
|vaɪs ˈrɛktə|
|ˈrɛktə|
|hed|
|ˈstrʌktʃə|

secondary education
level
faculty of international
education

|ˈsɛk(ə)nd(ə)ri ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|
|ˈlɛv(ə)l|
|ˈfak(ə)lti ɒv ɪntəˈnaʃ(ə)n(ə)l
|ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|
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TOPIC 10
ORGANIZATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN
HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Education, higher education. Lecturer - lecturers. Attitude,
attitudes. Lesson. Seminar lesson. Laboratory, laboratory work.
Independent work, homework.

Course work, graduate work.

Task, tasks, task solving. Exam, exams, exam session.
Examination work. Abstract, test, tests, testing.

Knowledge,

acquisition of new knowledge, acquisition of education.
Educational process, educational function, educational material,
academic year. Form of training, forms of work, leading form.
Practice, practical lesson on the passed topic. Student - student ID.
Document, documents, student document.
Read the text.
Everyone has the right to acquire the education. Education
determines a person's standard of living. Education is one of the
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most important human activities. This is the process of knowledge
acquisition.

The main person in the organization of the

educational process is the lecturer.
A lecturer is a teacher who educates and trains young
people in an educational institution. The lecturer teaches the
student new knowledge.
The educational process is the process of cooperation and
good relationship between lecturer and student. The joint work of
a lecturer and a student, which is aimed at solving learning
problems, is called the educational process.
The educational process has different forms of training.
The most basic forms of education are lectures, seminars, practical
lessons, laboratory work, independent work, graduate work and
exam.
Lecture is the leading form of the educational process. At
the lecture, the lecturer gives new knowledge and new
information. The student’s first acquaintance with the academic
discipline begins with the lecture.
Practical lessons are the consolidation of new knowledge
with the help of control works, taking tests in the classroom or
practical lessons in the enterprise.
Laboratory lessons are the study of educational material
in educational laboratories.
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A seminar is a form of discussion of a passed topic. For a
seminar, students independently prepare speeches, write abstracts
and receive marks for their knowledge.
Independent work is studying the educational material on
your own and doing homework on the passed topic.
Graduate work is an independent, creative, scientific
work of a student, which the student performs in the last year
under the guidance of a lecturer.
The exam is the final assessment of the student's
knowledge of the subject.
After the student enters the first year of the university, the
dean's office of the faculty gives the student an ID card.
A student ID card is a document that certifies that a
person has studied at a university or college. A modern student ID
looks like a plastic card, it contains important information about
the student. Students must carry their student IDs with them at all
times. When moving to the next course, the student is obliged to
re-register their student ID. The second side of the student ID is
stamped and signed by the dean or director of the institute,
certifying the student's status.
EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is a lecturer?
Your answer: ____.
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2. Where do people acquire their education?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is called the educational process?
Your answer: _____.
4. What is education?
Your answer _____.
5. What are the main forms of education?
Your answer _____.
6. What is the leading form of education in the educational
process?
Your answer _____.
7. What is a student ID card?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Find the correct answer.
1. Training is seen as:
A) knowledge acquisition process;
B) information acquisition;
C) student's scientific work.
2. The leading form of organization of the educational process is:
A) practical lesson;
B) lecture;
C) seminar lesson.
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3. The exam is:
A) independent and scientific work;
B) final assessment of the student's knowledge;
C) discussion of the passed topic.
4. The seminar is:
A) independent and scientific work;
B) final assessment of the student's knowledge;
C) discussion of the passed topic.
EXERCISE 3. Say “True” or “False” and tick () A
or B.
1. Lecture is the leading form of the educational process.
A) True

B) False

2. Independent work is performed by a student at a lecture.
A) True

B) False

3. Students can forget their student ID card at home.
A) True

B) False

4. The lecturer is the main person in the organization of the
educational process.
A) True

B) False

5. Laboratory lessons are held at home.
A) True

B) False

6. Student performs the graduate work in the last year under the
guidance of a lecturer.
A) True

B) False
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EXERCISE 4. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. Everyone has the right to acquire the … 2. Education
determines a person's … of living. 3. People … at school, college,
university. 4. After the student enters the 1st year of the
university, the dean's office of the faculty … a student ID card.
5. The lecturer … the student new knowledge. 6. The joint work of
a lecturer and a student … the educational process. 7. For a
seminar, students independently … speeches, write abstracts. 8. In
the last year, students … the graduate work. 9. On the exam, the
student … a final mark in the subject. 10. The educational process
has … forms of education.
Words for reference: standard, different, is called, are
educated, teaches, prepare, receives, write, is given, education.

EXERCISE 5.Write the opposites.
Example: arrive – leave
1. win
2. start

______________

_____________

3. forget _____________
4. teach ______________
5. pass _______________
6. turn on________________
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EXERCISE 6. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. The process of knowledge acquiring by a student is
called ...
2. A lecturer is a teacher who ...
3. The educational process is ...
4 The most basic forms of education are ...
5. A lecture is ...
6. The seminar is ...
7. Practical lessons are ...
8. Independent work is ...
9. Student’ s ID card is……
10. The exam is …

EXERCISE – DISCUSSION 7.
Think and answer the questions.


Why is the lecturer the main person in organizing the

educational process?


What forms of students training does the teacher use in the

educational process?


Why is the lecture the leading form of the educational

process?


Where and when do students receive student ID card?
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Why does a student need a student ID card?

EXERCISE

8. Ask questions for the following

sentences.
1. Education is the process of knowledge acquiring.
2.People are educated at school, college, university.
3.The education process is a joint work between lecturer and
student.
4. After the student enters the first year of the university, the
dean's office of the faculty is given a student ID card.

EXERCISE 9. Write 5-7 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.
GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
(Connector)
Because and so
Use because to
All the cafes were full because
because

express a reason

it was a public holiday

(why?)
so

Use so to express a

There was nothing on TV, so I

result.

went to bed
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- There were a lot of students in the class, so there
were no empty chairs.
- I walked very quickly because I was in a hurry to the
For
example

university.
- There are very interesting lectures at the university,
so I go to classes every day.
- He passed his exams perfectly because he attended
lectures every day.

EXERCISE 10. Check yourself. Insert so/because.
1. It was cold___ I shut the window.
2. The door was opened ___ I closed it.
3. It was raining___ we stayed at home.
4. The water wasn’t clean___ we didn’t drink it.
5. We didn’t swim___ the water wasn’t clean.
6. I’ll be home late tonight___ I have to work late.
7. This book is a best-seller ___ I decided to buy it.
8. They don`t have the internet___ their computer is broken.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
abstract

|ˈæbstrækt|

graduate work

|ˈɡrædʒuət ˈwɜːk|

task

|tɑːsk|

course work

|kɔːs ˈwɜːk|

laboratory lesson

|ləˈbɒrəˌt(ə)ri ˈlɛs(ə)n|

training

|ˈtreɪnɪŋ|

practical lesson

|ˈpraktɪk(ə)l ˈlɛs(ə)n|

independent work

|ɪndɪˈpɛnd(ə)nt ˈwɜːk|

seminar

|ˈsɛmɪnɑː|

student ID

|ˈstjuːd(ə)nt ɪd|

exam

|ɪɡˈzæm|
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TOPIC 11
CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT
KNOWLEDGE AT THE UNIVERSITY

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Knowledge. Process – processes. Result – results. Semester
– first semester, second semester, session. Exam session – winter
session, summer session. Assessment. Control – control work,
final control, modular control, current control. Form – forms, form
of control. Winter. Summer. Autumn. Spring. To study. Academic
semester. Academic year. Year – half a year (six months). Mark –
marks. Offset. Exam. Record book. Excellent. Good. Satisfactory
– unsatisfactory. Pass the exam. Offset. The offsets are passed.
The abstracts are passed. The tests are passed. Schedule. During
the lesson. During the seminar.
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Read the text.
Ukraine is a state with a developed education and science.
Acquisition of education in Ukraine is one of the main tasks for all
young people. Higher education is carried out on the basis of
complete secondary education.
Young people acquire higher education, which includes
fundamental scientific, practical and professional specialist
training of a certain qualification. The student's years of study at
the university are divided into semesters. In higher education
institutions, each semester ends with an examination session.
There are two semesters in the academic year – autumn and
spring.
A semester is a semi-annual training of a student in higher
educational institutions. Semester control is carried out in the form
of an exam, pretest, laboratory work or test. The main task of the
semester control is the high-quality knowledge of the educational
material by the student.
Types of control: current control, modular control, final
control. On the current control, the lecturer checks the knowledge
of students during a seminar or in practical lessons in classrooms.
Current control is carried out in the form of control tasks
and tests after the studied topic.
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Modular control is a large test that is carried out before
the examination session after studying several topics in the
subject.
Final control is a pretest or an exam based on the results
of modular control and marks for independent assignments. Final
control is carried out at the examination session.
An examination session is the passing of pretests and
exams.
The examination session is the period of the results of the
students' academic work for the current semester. There are
usually two sessions in the school year – winter and summer.
Students are admitted to the session if all tests, pretest, course
works and notes are submitted. If the student has not passed the
current and modular control, then they are not allowed to the
examination session.
The exam is held during an examination session. The exam
takes place according to the schedule during the examination
session.
The mark is given to the student on the national scale
(excellent, good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, passed, not passed)
(А, В, С, D, Е, FX, F). Before the examination session, the student
is given a record book.
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National scale
The sum of marks for all types
of educational activities

ECTS mark

90 ... 100

A

82 … 89

B

74 … 81

C

64 … 73

D

60 … 63

E

35 … 59

FX

0 … 34

F

A record book is a document that contains records of the
student's passing of pretests and exams. The teacher puts the
student's mark for the exam, pretest, course work in the student's
record book.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is higher education?
Your answer: _____.
2. What is a semester?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is the main task of semester control?
Your answer: _____.
4. How many semesters per academic year in higher education
institutions?
Your answer: _____.
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5. What types of controls do you know?
Your answer: _____.
6. What is an exam?
Your answer: _____.
7. What is an examination session?
Your answer: _____.
8. What is a record book?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Example: Independent work
Semester ...

Independent ...

Exam ...

Control ...

Assessment ...

National ...

Words for reference: control, knowledge, work, session,
scale, tasks.
EXERCISE – DISCUSSION 3. Think and answer the
questions.


How should students prepare for the exam?



Why does the university have different types of control?



Why doesn't the teacher allow the student to participate in

the session?
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For what purposes does a student need a record book?



When do you use your record book?

Try using the following phrases in your answers.
I should…, I can…, There are such types of control as….,
The control is carried out in the form…, If the student has not
passed one of the types of control as... This document…, I use this
for…

EXERCISE 4. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Examination session
Examination

education

Autumn and spring

control

Semi-annual

work

Modular

scale

Modern

year

Course

session

Final

mark

Record

semesters

National

knowledge

Training

book

High quality

student
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EXERCISE 5. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. The academic year in Ukraine … into 2 semesters.
2. Semester control … in the form of an exam, offset, task or test.
3. The main task of the semester control is … the student's
knowledge of the educational material. 4. Students … to the
session if all tests, offsets, course works, abstracts are submitted.
5. If the student … the current and modular control, then he is not
allowed to the session. 6. The exam … on a schedule during the
examination session. 7. In the record book, the teacher puts the
student's marks for the exam 8. The student is assessed on a ….
Words for reference: takes place, national scale, to check is
held. are admitted , is divided puts, has not passed.

EXERCISE 6. Complete the phrases. Write them down.
1. Higher education is carried out on the basis of ...
2. A semester is ...
3. A record book is ...
4. An examination session is ...
5. The main task of semester control is ...
6. Semester control is ...
7. Modular control is ...
8. The final form of semester control is ...
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GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember

“ful” the suffix -ful means “be full of”.
If you add the suffix -ful to a verb or noun in English, you get an
adjective.
peace + ful

= peaceful

use + ful = useful
color + ful = colorful
beauty + ful = beautiful
Two words form one by combining their meanings. Words can be
part of one.
foot + ball = football

bed + room = bedroom

time + table =timetable

black + board = blackboard

EXERCISE 7. Use suffix -ful to convert the word in
brackets into a meaningful part of speech.
Example: He looks so (peace). He looks so peaceful.
1. (Color) pictures help hold the students' interest.

2. The book is full of (use) information.
3. The park is so (peace) and quiet.
4. To fly using the winds, the heat of the sun and the energy of the
earth is complex and (beauty).
5. He is a (care) driver.
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6. I still feel (hope) about the future.
EXERCISE 8. Which words on the topic «Assessment
of student knowledge» do you now?
Write down (10 words)

1.

O
2.

E

3.

S
4.

C
5.

A
6.
7.

8.

R
T
D

9.

L
10.

K
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases

offset

|ˈɒfset|

record book

|ˈrekɔːd bʊk|

conclusion

|kənˈkluːʒ(ə)n|

learned topic

|ˈləːnɪd ˈtɒpɪk|

work summary

|ˈwɜːk ˈsʌm(ə)ri|

final control

|ˈfʌɪn(ə)l kənˈtrəʊl|

modular control

|ˈmɒdjʊlə kənˈtrəʊl|

current control

|ˈkʌr(ə)nt kənˈtrəʊl|

schedule

|ˈʃɛdjuːl|

semester

|sɪˈmɛstə|

session

|ˈsɛʃ(ə)n|

assessment of knowledge

|əˈsɛsmənt ɒv ˈnɒlɪdʒ|

testing

|ˈtɛstɪŋ|

exam session

|ɪɡˈzæm ˈsɛʃ(ə)n|
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TOPIC 12
PROFESSION AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF
FUTURE SPECIALIST

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Engineer – engineers. Engineering specialty. Know –
knowledge, theoretical knowledge. Skill – skills, practical skills.
Task – tasks, solve tasks. Individual characteristics. Ability– able
human. Theory – theoretical, theoretical knowledge. Level –
levels, educational levels. A modern human, a modern student.
Profession and specialty. Professional education, future specialty.
Professional activity. Labor activity.

Read the text.
Professional education is the acquisition of professional
theoretical knowledge and practical skills in their future specialty.
At the university, each person receives a professional education in
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one of the specific specialties, for example: mechanical engineer,
surgeon, physics lecturer, economist, etc.
The student receives theoretical knowledge at lectures,
seminars and practical lessons. The student receives practical
skills during laboratory work, as well as during course works and
graduate works. Professional education is obtained in college, at
the university.
Each person chooses a professional education according to
their abilities.
Abilities are individual characteristics of a person. For
example, math ability, humanitarian ability, musical ability. If a
person is good at task solving, the person has mathematical skills
and a tendency for technical science. If a person plays the guitar or
piano well, sings and composes music, then they have musical
abilities.
The duration of training in the specialty is 4-6 years.
Professional preparation of first-year students begins with an
introductory lecture on the future specialty. At these lectures,
students receive information and new knowledge about their
future profession. Young people study not only new subjects, but
also the organization of education at the university.
Professionalism is the ability of a person to perform their
professional activities well and be able to apply their knowledge in
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practice. Every modern student after graduating from university
should become a good professional in their work.
While studying at the university, a person receives a
profession and specialty.
A profession is a person's future labor activity in their
specialty.
Specialty is a student's acquisition of special knowledge in
the chosen profession.
Future engineers, economists, pharmacists, psychologists
have the pre-university training at NTU “KhPI”.
An engineer is a specialist with a higher education who is
engaged in engineering activities. The word “engineer” comes
from the Latin word “ingenium”, which means ability and
inventiveness.
The profession of “engineer” is very famous and important
in the world. Engineers work in various enterprises, factories,
power plants, laboratories and firms. For example, specialties of
“oil and gas production engineer”, “mechanical engineer”,
“electrical engineer”, “computer engineering” and others can be
obtained at NTU “KhPI”.
What should an engineer know and be able to do? An
engineer must know modern technology, new technologies and
production organization.
An engineer must be able to solve engineering tasks:
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−

to work with a computer;

−

to manage production;

−

to work with drawings;

−

to design devices;

−

to create new cars.

Requested engineering specialties: electrical engineer,
design engineer, mechanical engineer, medical engineer, computer
engineer, oil and gas production engineer and power engineer.
National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute” prepares future engineers. You can get one of any
chosen engineering specialties at NTU “KhPI”.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What are human abilities?
Your answer: ____.
2. What is professional education?
Your answer: _____.
3. What is professionalism?
Your answer: _____.
4. What abilities do people have?
Your answer: ____.
5. Where do students receive their theoretical knowledge?
Your answer: ____.
6. What is a profession?
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Your answer: ____.
7. What is a specialty?
Your answer: _____.
8. What does an engineer need to know?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Words for reference:

knowledge, education, abilities,

levels, tasks, activity, specialty
Professional ...

Mathematical ...

Future ...

Labor ...

Theoretical ...

Engineering

Educational ...

EXERCISE 3. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. Each person has their own … characteristics.
2. A specialist with a higher education who performs an
engineering activity is …
3. The person labor activity, which he acquires while
studying at the university, is …
4. Student receiving of special knowledge in the chosen
profession is …
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5. In a higher educational institution, a person … a
professional education.
6. If a person … the guitar and … well, he has musical
abilities.
7. At the lectures, the student … the rules of conduct and
the organization of education at the university.
8. Every modern student after graduating from university
… a professional in his work.
Words for reference: studies, an engineer, a profession,
individual, a specialty, should become, receives, plays, sings.
GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
kind – unkind

friendly – unfriendly

easy – uneasy

important – unimportant

happy – unhappy

comfortable - uncomfortable

The prefics un- allows you to form the largest number of words
with the opposite meaning, it is also the main one in the formation
of negation in verbs.

EXERCISE 4. Use prefix un- to convert the word in
brackets into a meaningful part of speech.
1. I mean, she never said a (kind) word about anybody.
2. This sofa is so (comfortable).
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3. Let us not quarrel about such (important) matters.
4. He seems (friendly) at first, but he's really very nice.
5. You should try to forget your (happy) past.
6. An (easy) silence settled over the room.

EXERCISE 5. Ask questions about these sentences and
write them down in a vocabulary.
1. Professional education is the acquisition of professional
theoretical knowledge and practical skills in their future specialty.
2. Students receive theoretical knowledge at lectures, seminars and
practical classes.
3. Abilities are individual characteristics of a person.
4. Professionalism is the ability of a person to perform his
professional activities well and be able to apply his knowledge in
practice.
5. A profession is a person's future labor activity in his specialty.
6. Specialty is a student's acquisition of special knowledge in the
chosen profession.
7. An engineer is a specialist with a higher education who is
engaged in engineering activities.
8. An engineer must know modern technology, new technologies,
production organization.
9. An engineer must be able to solve engineering tasks.
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EXERCISE 6. Choose words on the subject of
professional education.
Stamp, individual, engineer, cinema, task, skill, hobby,
game, level, work, river, knowledge, abilities, symbol, country,
street, theoretical, sun, silver, heart, practical, doctor, profession,
cat, clever, box, specialty, guitar, lecturer, labor, bear, sofa,
alphabet, Graduate, characteristics, moon.

EXERCISE 7. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Labor work.
Professional

abilities

Individual

work

Labor

education

Future

activity

Graduate

profession

Creative

characteristics

Special

institution

Educational

knowledge

EXERCISE 8. Work in pairs. Ask your partner about
his future profession and university studies. Listen and take
notes. Then swap roles. Write a short abstract about this
student.
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You: What specialty do you want to choose?
Your groupmate: ……
You: What profession do you want to receive after graduation?
Your groupmate: ……
You: Why did you choose this profession?
Your groupmate: ……
You: What do you like about your future profession?
Your groupmate: ……
You: What are your plans for the future?
Your groupmate: ……
You: What do you need to do to make your dreams come true?
Your groupmate: ……

EXERCISE 9. Find 10 words that are familiar to you in
this word-snake.
RETURNAWRIGHTHISSAYBUSYBUILDANCLEVERR
OFESSETNEXAMEDUCATIONKNOWLEDG
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EXERCISE 10. Complete the crossword.
2

1

3

p
r

2

o

3
1

f

4

e

5

s

6
7

s

8

i
9

o

10

n

4
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Across
1. Student’s acquisition of special knowledge in the chosen
profession.
2. Person, who using their skills, knowledge and experience in the
prevention and treatment of diseases.
3. Teaching, a system of scientific principles, ideas, generalizing
practical experience and reflecting the laws of nature, society,
thinking.
4. Building, complex of buildings in which employees of the
enterprise (firm) work.
5. Specialist with a higher technical education, carrying out
engineering activities.
6. What requires execution, permission.
7. A living being with the gift of thinking and speech, the ability to
create tools and use them in the process of social labor.
8. Purposeful pedagogical process of organizing and stimulating
active educational and cognitive activities of students to master
knowledge, skills and abilities.
9. Relating to the present, current time, to the present, given era.
10. Personal, typical to a given person, different by characteristic
features from others.
Down
1. The complex of sciences about diseases, their treatment
and prevention.
2. The ability of activity, formed by repetition and bringing to
automatism.
3. Individual characteristics of a person.
4. A room for scientific research, where various experiments are
carried out.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
introduction to the specialty

|ˌɪntrəˈdʌkʃ(ə)n tuː ði: ˈspɛʃ(ə)lti|

learn the rules

|ləːn ði: ruːlz|

individual characteristics

|ɪndɪˈvɪdʒʊ(ə)l ˌkærəktəˈrɪstɪks|

engineering specialіties

|ɛndʒɪˈnɪərɪŋ ˈspeʃəltɪz|

skills

|skɪlz|

educational level

|ɛdjuˈkeɪʃ(ə)n(ə)l ˈlɛv(ə)l|

training

|ˈtreɪnɪŋ|

practical skill

|ˈpraktɪk(ə)l skɪl|

professional education

|prəˈfɛʃ(ə)n(ə)l ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|

work time

|ˈwɜːk ˈtaɪm|

personal development

|ˈpəːs(ə)n(ə)l dɪˈvɛləpm(ə)nt|

specialty

|ˈspɛʃ(ə)lti|

human abilities

|ˈhjuːmən əˈbɪlətiz|

theoretical knowledge

|θɪəˈrɛtɪk(ə)l ˈnɒlɪdʒ|
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TOPIC 13
FEATURES OF FOREIGN CITIZENS TRAINING AT
UKRAINIAN UNIVERSITIES

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Citizen. Foreign citizen. Visa. Document. Return. Arrival.
Entry. Exit. Enter. Ukraine. Live. Live on the territory of Ukraine.
Law. Laws of Ukraine. Comply with laws. Violation of laws.
Right. political rights. Social rights. Economic rights. National and
cultural rights. Residence permit. Rights and responsibilities.
Discipline. Disciplined person. Punishment. Behavior. Good
behavior. Rules of behavior. To expel. Culture. Cultured person.
Cultural

traditions.

Deportation.
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To

deport.

To

respect.

Read the text.
Many foreign citizens come to Ukraine every year.
Foreign citizens are citizens of other countries who are
temporarily in Ukraine. They enter Ukraine only on the basis of a
visa.
Foreign students who come to study in Ukraine experience
language difficulties immediately after arrival. To help them
overcome language difficulties, many universities have preuniversity training that helps students learn a new foreign
language.
A visa is a document that gives the right to enter and move
freely within Ukraine.
“Posvidka” is a document that confirms the stay of a
foreigner in Ukraine and gives the right to move around the
country. The residence permit in Ukraine is called “pόsvidka”.
Foreign students are guaranteed all rights in accordance
with the laws of Ukraine. Ukrainian laws protect the rights of
Ukrainian and foreign citizens. Foreign students have rights and
responsibilities to the state in which they temporarily reside. They
are obliged to comply with the laws of Ukraine, live according to
the laws of this country, respect the culture and traditions of the
Ukrainian people.
Human rights are the rules for the protection and dignity
of every person living in a state. Citizens' rights are divided into:
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political rights, social rights, economic rights, national and
cultural rights.
Political rights are the rights to hold meetings and
demonstrations.
Social rights are the rights to health, motherhood and
childhood.
Economic rights are the rights to do business, the right to
work.
National and cultural rights are the rights to equality
between nations, culture and traditions.
Foreign citizens have the right to study, work, business,
family, and have children.
The responsibility is the mandatory observance of laws by
all citizens of Ukraine and guests of the country (human
responsibilities to the state)
Foreign citizens living in Ukraine are not allowed by the
laws of Ukraine to:
−

incite religious hatred;

−

take part in the elections of the President of Ukraine and

parliament;
−

reside on the territory of Ukraine after the end of the term

specified in the “pόsvidka”;
−

serve in the army of Ukraine.
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Foreign citizens may be punished for violation of the
Ukraine laws. Foreign students can also be punished for noncompliance with the laws of Ukraine and violation of discipline at
the university.
Discipline is the rules of human behavior in society.
Discipline can be good or bad.
Punishment is a measure of influence for a bad action
committed by a person. A severe punishment for a foreign student
is the expulsion from the university (disciplinary sanction). For a
serious violation of the laws of Ukraine, a foreign citizen can be
deported from the country. Deportation prohibits entry to Ukraine
for a period of 5 years.
Deportation is the forced return of a foreign citizen to
their country for violation of the laws of Ukraine. Exit from
Ukraine after the expiration of the term of study or work is the
duty of every foreign citizen.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is a visa?
Your answer: _____.
2. Who are foreign citizens?
Your answer: _____.
3. What are human rights?
Your answer: _____.
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4. What are responsibilities of citizens?
Your answer: _____.
5. What is discipline?
Your answer: _____.
6. What is punishment?
Your answer: _____.
7. What is deportation?
Your answer: _____.
8. What citizen rights do foreigners living in Ukraine have?
Your answer: _____.
EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Words for reference:

act, Ukraine, citizens, study,

behavior, move around laws.
Foreign ...

Perform ...

Law ...

Bad ...

Serve in ...

Rules

Free ...

EXERCISE 3. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Temporary residence.
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Temporary

people

Free

rights

Ukrainian

residence

Social

recovery

Religious

movement

Disciplinary

enmity

Serious

return

Forced

act

Bad

violation

Cultural

traditions

EXERCISE 4. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. A visa is a … to enter a country.
2. … protect the rights of Ukrainian and foreign citizens.
3. A severe punishment for a foreign student is … from the
university.
4. The rules for the protection and dignity of every person living in
the state are …….
5. Foreign students may be … for failing to comply with the laws
of Ukraine.
6. Forced return of a foreign citizen to his country for violation of
the laws of Ukraine is …
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Words for reference: human rights, punished,

permit,

Ukrainian laws, deportation, expulsion,

EXERCISE 5. Write 8-10 new words in the vocabulary
that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 6. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. A visa is ...
2. A foreign citizen is...
3. Rights are...
4. Responsibilities are ...
5. Deportation is ...
6. Discipline is ...
7. A measure of influence for a bad act is ...

EXERCISE 7. Make and write sentences from these
words.
Example: “Svobody”, the largest, Kharkiv, square, in,
square, is, Europe. Kharkiv “Svobody” square is the largest
square in Europe.
1. Ukraine, Foreign, come, in, students, to study.
2. a document, and, Visa, all over, gives the right, is, that, free
movement, Ukraine, to enter.
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3. laws, foreign, and, citizens, Ukrainian, protect, of Ukrainian, the
rights
4. work, Foreign, to study, have, and, citizens, the right.
5. can, bad, be, or, Discipline, good.
6. 5 years, Ukraine, of, Deportation, prohibits, to, for a period,
entry.
GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
Short rules
In

Out

Used to indicate the position of an Used to indicate the
object inside another larger object or movement of one object
in three-dimensional space (i.e. when from the interior of
the

object

is

surrounded

by another. To check, use the

something on all sides)

question "Where?"

EXERCISE 8. Find errors in the sentences. Put the
correct preposition (in, out).
Example: You have no right to come at here like this.
You have no right to come in here like this.
1. He is waiting me down a car.
2. We put the books to a box.
3. Interesting fact - his teeth didn’t fall down.
4. Get your hat and my coat and get along.
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5. Don’t go about without your coat.
6. You can’t walk at like this.
7. You have no right to come at here like this.
8. What are you doing at my room?
9. How long do they usually keep people at here for?

EXERCISE 9. Read the text and make three columns
about features finding foreigners in Ukraine. According to the
columns write “Rights”, “Responsibilities”, “Taboos”.

Rights

Responsibilities
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Taboo

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases

visa

|ˈviːzə|

temporary residence

|ˈtɛmp(ə)rəri ˈrɛzɪd(ə)ns|

entry and exit

|ˈɛntri ænd ˈeksɪt|

citizen

|ˈsɪtɪz(ə)n|

deportation

|diːpɔːˈteɪʃ(ə)n|

foreign

|ˈfɒrɪn|

responsibility

|rɪˌspɒnsɪˈbɪlɪti|

violation

|vʌɪəˈleɪʃn|

punishment

|ˈpʌnɪʃm(ə)nt|
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TOPIC 14
STUDENT AS A MAIN PARTICIPANT OF THE
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Daily routine. Taboo. Responsibilities. Rules. Academic
discipline. Communication. Visit. Student age. Activity. To know
the world. Work activity. Mental activity. Learning activities.
Breakfast. Lunch. Dinner. Daily regime. Have lunch. Late for
class. Do not be late for classes.

Read the text.
The word “student” has arisen in Europe in the 12th
century at the same time as the creation of universities. In ancient
Rome, students were people who constantly studied and learned
the world.
Student translated from Latin means “a young man who
studies well and works hard”.
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More than 172,000 students study in Kharkiv, including
about 14,000 of foreign students. The student is the main member
in the educational process.
Student is a young person enrolled in a higher educational
institution with the purpose of obtaining a certain educational
qualification level.
Foreign students are foreign citizens who came to
Ukraine to receive education.
Student is a mobile, youth group of people, the purpose of
who is organized preparation for the implementation of
professional qualities in future activities.
A special feature of the student is the rather high
intensity of communication, the search for the meaning of life and
the desire for new ideas. Student years are the best time in the life
of young people.
Student age is the time from 15 to 25 years, which
coincides with the period of study of the student at the university.
A full-time student spends 54 hours of study per week.
The student must correctly distribute their work and free
time, observe the daily regime. The student must alternate between
study and rest, including diet and sleep. The correct distribution of
the daily regime will allow the student to quickly adapt to the new
environment.
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In the morning the student must attend classes at the
university. At this time, they memorize educational material well
and have a very active mental activity.
In the afternoon the student can do independent work and
rest. At this time, there is a decrease in the student's work activity.
By the evening, the student's work activity increases.
Maximum student working capacity:
−

in the afternoon – from 10:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m;

−

after lunch – from 4:00 p.m to 6:00 p.m;

−

in the evening – from 9:00 p.m to 00:00 a.m.
During their studies, foreign students must fulfill the basic

requirements of a higher education institution.
Student have the right to:
−

training to obtain a certain educational qualification level;

−

use of educational, scientific, cultural, sports, household

facilities of the university;
−

access to information in all branches of knowledge;

−

participation in research work, conferences, olympiads,

competitions;
−

safe training environment;

−

providing students with a dormitory;

−

continuing education by profession on the basis of the

obtained educational qualification level;
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−

getting a referral for training and internship at other

universities, including abroad;
−

use of the services of healthcare institutions.
Responsibilities of students:

−

comply with the charter of the university;

−

visit lectures, seminars, practical lessons;

−

make payment for training on time;

−

pass pretests and exams on time.
The student is prohibited to:

−

consume alcoholic drinks on the territory of the university;

−

distribute drugs;

−

be late for classes;

−

talk on the phone during classes.
For violation of the rules of the university routine and

academic discipline disciplinary sanctions may be imposed on
a foreign student:
−

eviction from the dormitory;

−

expulsion from the university;

−

deportation.

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. How students were called in ancient Rome?
Your answer: _____.
2. Who is a foreign student?
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Your answer: _____.
3. What is the name of the student in translation from Latin?
Your answer: _____.
4. What is a student age?
Your answer: _____.
5. What a student must to do in the morning?
Your answer: _____.
6. What a student can do in the afternoon?
Your answer: _____.
7. What is prohibited for a student to do?
Your answer: _____.
8. What are the responsibilities of a student of a higher
education institution?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Words for reference: age, study, lecture, charter, regime,
life
Good …

Visit …

Level ...

Attend ...

Student ..

Daily…
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GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember

Adjective

Adverb

Application

1. She is a poor girl. They live poorly.
Poor
Poorly
2. I am sad because I
have
lost the game – She
Quick
Quickly
said sadly: I have lost the
Slow
Slowly
game.
+ ly
3. This runner is very
quick. – He runs quickly
enough.
Beautiful
Beautifully
4. Polly is a beautiful
girl. – He scored the goal
beautifully.
Exceptions
Bob is a good student. - He answered very well.

Sad

Sadly

He drives very fast. - This is a very fast car.
l – ly
y – ily

Spelling

auful – aufully

happy - happily

final - finally

easy - easily

le – ly

e – ly

simple – simply

polite – politely

gentle - gently

nice – nicely

rules

But: true - truly
ic – ally

adjective + ly

dramatic – dramatically

serious – seriously

basic - basically

kind - kindly

But: public - publicly
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EXERCISE 3. Insert an adverb or adjective within the
meaning of the sentence.
1. It was a (wonderful / wonderfully) day.
2. He did his job (well / good).
3. You should not drive so (fast / fastly).
4. The soup tastes (delicious / deliciously).
5. Jim looked (happy / happily).
6. He was speaking very (quietly / quiet).
7. Charlie came back home (late / lately).
8. Have I translated this sentence (correct / correctly)?
9. Your advice is quite (good / well).
10. It smells (bad / badly).
EXERCISE 4. How many words can you make up out
of these letters? The number of words is not limited.
The bigger, the better.

Breakfastimenowritevenineageatab
leakeepanbelate

EXERCISE 5. Change the underlined letter to make a
new word.
Example: bed – red
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block-

rat

love

pan-

now

too

pet-

glue

snow

life-

sun

men

box-

good

nine

EXERCISE 6. Say what time is it.
1.

The picture below will help you

Describe your daily regime by the hour. Begin your sentences

like this: “At… o’clock I usually……. “
Example: At 6 o’clock I usually get up.
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EXERCISE 7. Match the opposite words.
Words for reference: lazy, noisy, night, unimportant, old,
bad, never, to be lazy
Well ...

Young…

Quiet ...

Day ...

Always ...

Hardworking ...

Important ...

To work hard ...

EXERCISE 8. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
−

Student in Latin translation ……………;

−

Foreign students are …………;

−

Student age is the time from…………… ;

−

The maximum working capacity of the student…;
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−

In the afternoon time from ……;

−

After lunch time from ………;

−

In the evening time from …………;

−

The student must perform the basic requirements of the

higher education institution: ..........;
−

The student must alternate between academic work

and........

EXERCISE 9. Retell the text using phrases.


The word “student” has arisen…



A student is ...



…study in Ukraine.



Foreign students came to Ukraine for ...



Time from 15 to 25 years is ...



The best time in the life of young people is ...



The student must distribute correctly ...



In the morning, the student must ...



In the afternoon, the student must ...



During his studies, the student must perform ...



The student must not be late ...



The responsibilities of the students ...
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EXERCISE 10. EXERCISE – DISCUSSION. Work in
pairs. Ask your partner the following. Listen and take notes.
Then swap roles.


What things are stopping you from working?



What can you do to learn better?



What cannot be done in the dormitory?



What is the student’s daily routine?



How do you prepare for an exam?

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
communication

|kəmjuːnɪˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|

increase

|ɪnˈkriːs|

activity

|akˈtɪvɪti|

main member

|meɪn ˈmɛmbə|

decline

|dɪˈklʌɪn|

statute

|ˈstatʃuːt|

requirement

|rɪˈkwʌɪəm(ə)nt|

dormitory

|ˈdɔːmɪt(ə)ri|

qualification

|ˌkwɒlɪfɪˈkeɪʃ(ə)n|
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TOPIC 15
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE
UNIVERSITY

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases.
Palace of students. Library. Sports complex. Sport
competitions. Swimming pool. Different circles: vocal, theatrical,
music, dance. Meetings with writers. Meetings with famous
scientists. Scientific literature. Imaginative literature. University
culture and traditions.

Read the text.
From the moment of birth, a person lives not only in a
natural, social, but also in a cultural environment. A modern
person is influenced not only by the life and culture of his family
and friends, but also by the entire atmosphere of the world
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community, including the social and cultural infrastructure, which
plays an important role in human life.
Infrastructure is a complex of conditions for the
favorable development of human activity.
Every university has a social and cultural infrastructure.
The social and cultural infrastructure includes: a library, a
museum, the Palace of students and a sports complex.
Foreign students take an active part in mass sports and
cultural work, as well as in amateur performances of the
university.
A library is a curated collection of books, newspapers,
magazines for general use. Library of the NTU “KhPI” is the
center of the social and cultural infrastructure of the university.
The library provides students with books and a variety of study
materials. Computer classes are also available to students in the
library. Students and teachers can use educational, scientific and
imaginative literature, hold thematic evenings, meetings with
writers and famous people in the library. To search for the
necessary information in the library funds, they use catalogs:
alphabetical, subject and electronic.
The museum is the historical, social and cultural
infrastructure of the university. In the museum, students get
acquainted with the history of the university, famous scientists
who worked at the university, with the culture and traditions of the
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university. The museum holds art exhibitions and meetings with
interesting people.
The Palace of students of NTU “KhPI” is the center of
educational work and organization of students' free time.
Foreign students together with Ukrainian students take an
active part in festive concerts, during which works in the
languages of the peoples of the world are played. And everyone is
united by the Russian language – the language of instruction and
communication at the university.
The Palace of students of NTU “KhPI” holds festive
evenings, concerts, meetings with artists. Many students
participate in KVN games – humorous competitions. In the palace
of students there are different clubs: vocal, dance, theatrical. Here
students perform on stage, sing, dance, read poems and spend their
free time in an interesting way.
The sports complex of NTU “KhPI” is the largest among
the Kharkiv universities. Many students go in for sports. The
sports complex has sport halls and gyms, a swimming pool,
stadium grounds for football, basketball, tennis. In the sports
complex of NTU “KhPI” sports competitions and sports events are
held. Students in gyms go in for sports and improve their health.
The address of our sports complex is Alchevskikh Street, 50-A.
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EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is a library?
Your answer: ____.
2. What are the social and cultural subdivisions of the
university?
Your answer: ____.
3. What is a museum?
Your answer: ____.
4. What do students do in sports complexes?
Your answer: ____.
5. What is the Student palace?
Your answer: ____.
6. How many higher educational institutions are there in
Kharkiv?
Your answer: ____.

EXERCISE 2. Make up phrases with these words:
Words for reference:

complex, famous people, book,

student, hall, infrastructure, work, time, literature
Sports …
Free ...

Palace …

Imaginative…

Curated collection…

Sport …

Meetings…

Social

Educational…
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and

cultural

..

EXERCISE 3. Find verbs in the text and put them in
the past and future tenses.
Example: Sport is very important in our life.

Is – was –

will be.
Sport is a very important thing in the life of millions of
people. Sport makes people healthy, stronger and more organized.
Some of people prefer to watch sports events at the stadium or on
TV, read interesting stories about sportsmen, listen to the radio
news about football or another kind of sports. Others choose to
take part in the sport games or competitions. There are many
different sport events and competitions all over the world. The
most popular outdoor winter sports are skating, skiing, hockey,
hunting. Many people prefer to do sports in summer. They are
fond of swimming, yachting, diving and so on. And of
course, good health is better than good medicine

EXERCISE 4. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Sports complex
Sports

circle

Famous

concerts

Educational

complex

Science

halls
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Dance

literature

Festive

scientists

Sport

people

Interesting

work

EXERCISE 5. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. The social and cultural infrastructure of the university
includes ...
2. The library is ...
3. A museum is ...
4. The library conducts …
5. In the museum, students get meeting with …
6. In the Palace of Students conducts…
7. Sports complex of NTU “KhPI” - ..
8. In the sports complex are held .....
9. Palace of students of NTU “KhPI” is ...
10. In the sports complex NTU “KhPI” spend…

EXERCISE

6. Ask questions for the following

sentences.
1. Infrastructure is a complex of conditions for the
favorable development of human activity.
2. Each university has a social and cultural infrastructure.
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3. A library is a curated collection of books, newspapers,
magazines.
4. The museum is the historical, social and cultural infrastructure
of the university.
5. In the museum, students get acquainted with the history of the
university, famous scientists, with the culture and traditions of the
university.
6. The Palace of students is the center of educational work and
organization of students' free time.
7. Students hold sports competitions and sports events in the sports
complex.

EXERCISE 7. Make and write sentences from these
words.
Example: Kharkiv, of, largest, NTU “KhPI” in, one, the, is
NTU “KhPI” is one of the largest in Kharkiv.
1. university, infrastructure, social, Every, has, cultural,
and.
2. educational, NTU “KhPI”, library, of, work, is, The, center, a.
3. students, the, with, acquainted, university, of, the, museum, the,
In, history, get.
4. health, sports, Students, play, in and, their, halls, improve,
sports.
5. go, Many, sports, for, students, in.
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6. center, is, students, organization, time, for, The, of, Palace, a,
students’, free.
GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
Comparative and Superlative adjectives
Adjective of:

Positive

Comparative

Superlative

One syllable

long

longer

the longest

happy

happier+than

the happiest

cold

colder

the coldest

Two or more

modern

more modern

the most modern

syllables

beautiful

more beautiful

the most beautiful

good

better

the best

bad

worse

the worst

Two syllables
ending in –y, w, -er.

Exclusions

EXERCISE 8. Select the correct degree of the adjective
in brackets:
Example: This chair is (comfortabler, more comfortable)
than the other one. – This chair is more comfortable than the other
one.
1. Nick is (happier, the happiest) boy that I know.
2. Jane’s notebook is (cheaper, the cheapest) than mine.
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3. This is (more delicious, the most delicious) cheese-cake I have
ever had!
4. This bookcase is (more beautiful, the most beautiful) than that
one.
5. Do you feel (better, the best) today than yesterday?
6. I think my cat is (prettier, the prettiest) of all the cats in the
world.
7. This week the weather is (hotter, more hot) than last week.
8. Our new house is (more expensive, expensiver) than the old
one.
9. Chemistry was (harder, the hardest) subject at school.

EXERCISE 9. Look at the pictures and say what games
people have played.
Choose words that match the pictures and make
sentences with them: under, along the street, volleyball, round,
up the steps, down the steps, kick the ball into a goal, out the shop,
over the bar, across the road, tennis, hockey, basketball, football,
track running, athletics, golf, boxing, run, throw the ball through a
ring with a basket, cycling.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases

swimming pool

|ˈswɪmɪŋ puːl|

library

|ˈlʌɪbrəri|

education work

|ɛdʒʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n ˈwɜːk|

palace of students

|ˈpalɪs ɒv ˈstjuːdnts|

infrastructure

|ˈɪnfrəstrʌktʃə|

social and cultural

|ˈsəʊʃ(ə)l |

get acquainted

|ˈɡet əˈkweɪntɪd|

organization

|ɔːɡ(ə)nʌɪˈzeɪʃ(ə)n|

сompetition

|kɒmpɪˈtɪʃ(ə)n|
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TOPIC 16
SPORTS LIFE OF STUDENTS OF NTU “KhPI”

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases for a new topic.
Water excursion. Clean air. Sunbathe – sunbathe on the
beach. Temper. Health. Sking. Forest. Boat. Organize – organize
excursions to scenic places. Excursions to the Museum of the
Artist Ilya Repin. Board games. Entertainment activities. Provide
a ticket. Preferential tickets. River. Riverbank. Beach. Swim in the
river. Sports. Kinds of sport. Go in for sports. Sports camp. Health
center. Exercise. Training apparatus. Physical education. Health.

Read the text
Sport (eng. sport— “game”, “entertainment”) – game
organized according to certain rules of athletes consisting in
comparing their physical abilities with the purpose of competition.
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Sport helps a person to be in good physical form, and in
addition, they cultivate the character and strength of will. Sport in
combination with rest is a set of activities that ensure the
protection and strengthening of human health. Sport raises the
level of physical culture and forms healthy lifestyle skills.
NTU “KhPI” is one of the recognized national centers of
physical culture and sports in Ukraine. Popular sports among
polytechnic students are volleyball, basketball, wrestling, boxing,
athletics, climbing, football, tennis, arm wrestling, aerobics,
swimming and skiing. The wealth of sports makes it possible to
form a variety of individual and professional styles of a healthy
lifestyle for the engineering elite of Kharkiv and Ukraine.
The NTU “KhPI” sports complex is the largest among
Kharkiv universities. It has sports ground and gyms, a swimming
pool, stadium grounds for football, basketball, and tennis.
The NTU “KhPI” sports complex holds sports events and
competitions. Many students go in for sports in gyms and to
improve their health.
Various winter sports are very popular among students,
especially educational and training events or competitions at the
NTU “KhPI” ski base, which is located in the forested area at the
end of Sumskaya Street. The educational and training base is
assigned to the department of physical education of NTU “KhPI”.
The material and technical base is constantly supported by the
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rector of the university, professor Eugene Sokol and vice-rector
Magomedemin Hasanov.
The educational and training base is very large; it has an
area of 4,000 square meters. A house with all conveniences and a
fireplace for heating the room and relaxation was built here. All
students and teachers who wish can go skiing in their free time
from study and work. This is a very popular sport in Ukraine that
helps people to harden up in the cold season and improve their
health.
During the summer holidays, students and teachers of NTU
“KhPI” and members of their families can combine sports events
with relaxation in the sports and fitness center “Polytechnic”. The
health camp is located in a picturesque corner of the Kharkiv
region, not far from the town of Chuguev, on the banks of the
Seversky Donets River. This is one of the first student camps in
Ukraine, which was built in 1953.
In the sports and health camp you can relax, play sports
and spend your summer holidays. This is an ecologically clean
area in a pine forest with beautiful nature and clean air. All this
gives the opportunity for students and teachers to have a good rest
after a busy academic year and improve their health. On the
territory of the camp, comfortable cottages and buildings were
built in which vacationers live, they are designed for 150 places.
The camp is provided with clean artesian water.
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On the territory of the sports complex there are sports
grounds for playing volleyball, basketball, tennis, a pavilion for
wrestlers, where athletes conduct trainings and competitions.
Vacationers are provided with sports equipment and equipment for
practicing various sports. Board games and entertainment
activities are available for parents with children. There is a
wonderful dining room here, where experienced chefs prepare
delicious and healthy food. There is a beach on the banks of the
Seversky Donets River where you can swim and sunbathe.
For vacationers, interesting excursions are organized to the
picturesque places of the Chuguev region, as well as to the
museum in the city of Chuguev of the outstanding artist Ilya Repin
(1844-1930).
During the summer holidays, the camp has the ability to
accommodate more than six hundred people. The cost of a ticket
to the sports and fitness center includes three meals a day and
accommodation in double or triple rooms or in cottages.
Preferential tickets are provided for students and teachers.
The administration of the university restores the premises
and improve the territory, supplementing it with new facilities for
better relaxation of their teachers, staff and students every year.
Young people must remember that sport is necessary for
those people who want to always be healthy and keep their body
in good form.
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EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What is a sport?
Your answer: _____.
2. What kinds of sport are popular within polytechnic
students?
Your answer: _____.
3. What does the sports complex of NTU “KhPI” have?
Your answer: _____.
4. Where is the ski base of the university located?
Your answer: _____.
5. What is the role of skiing in Ukraine?
Your answer: _____.
6. Where can students and teachers of NTU “KhPI” relax and
play sports in the summer?
Your answer: _____.
7. Where is the health camp located?
Your answer: _____.
8. What is on the territory of the sports complex?
Your answer: _____.
9. Who needs sports?
Your answer: _____.
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EXERCISE 2. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1.Sport … a person to be in good physical form.
2. The sports complex of NTU “KhPI” … sport hall and gyms, a
swimming pool, stadium grounds for football, basketball, tennis.
3. In the sports complex of NTU “KhPI” sports events and
competitions ….
4. All students and teachers who wish … … skiing in their free
time from study and work.
5. Sports and health camp “Polytechnic” … … in a picturesque
corner of the Kharkiv region, not far from the city of Chuguev, on
the banks of the Seversky Donets River.
6. On the territory of the camp, comfortable cottages and buildings
… … , in which vacationers live.
7. There is a wonderful dining room here, where experienced
chefs … delicious and healthy food.
8. During the summer holidays, the camp …. …. … … … …
more than six hundred people.
9. The administration of the university every year restores the
premises and … the territory.
Words for reference: has, are held, were built, can go,
helps, prepare, improve, has the ability to accommodate, is
located.
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EXERCISE 3. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1.Sport helps a person to be in good physical form, he
brings up ...
2. The sports complex of NTU “KhPI” is the largest ...
3. In the sports complex of NTU “KhPI” …..
4. The ski base of NTU “KhPI” is located….

5. The educational and training base is very large; it has an area…
6. Skiing is very popular in Ukraine; it helps people….
7. The sports and fitness center “Polytechnic” is one of the….
8. In the sports and fitness center you can …
9. On the territory of the camp were built ...
10. On the bank of the river Seversky Donets equipped with…
EXERCISE 4. Write 10−12 new words in the
vocabulary that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 5. Complete the phrases.
Example: 6. Sport is necessary for those people – e. who
wants to be always healthy.
1. Sports complex of NTU “KhPI”

a. an area of 4000 square meters.

2. In the sports complex of NTU b. designed for 150 places.
“KhPI”
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3. The educational and training c. sports events and competitions
base has

are held

4. Health camp “Polytechnic”

d. the largest among the Kharkiv
universities.

5.

Comfortable

cottages

and e. who wants to be always

buildings

healthy.

6. Sport is necessary for those f. was built in 1953.
people,
Interesting to know
1. In Ancient Greece, there was a tradition to hold sports
games. It was a religious and sports festival held in Olympia once
every four years. Legends have survived to this day telling us
about this event. Games began to be held a long time ago, but the
first documented holiday dates back to 776 BC. During the games,
it was impossible to wage war, therefore, peace was declared
between the peoples. The Olympic Games were held to improve
physical

culture

and

fight

for

peace

and

international

understanding.
2. From 1896, the Summer Olympic Games began to be held.
Nowadays, as in Ancient Greece, they are held once every four
years. In 1924, the Winter Olympic Games were also established.
3. The Olympic movement has its own emblem and flag. The
emblem of the Olympic Games is five connected rings,
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symbolizing the unification of the five continents in the Olympic
movement. The color of the rings in the top row is blue for
Europe, black for Africa, red for America, in the bottom row –
yellow for Asia, green for Australia. The flag of the Olympic
Games is a white cloth with Olympic rings.
EXERCISE – DISCUSSION 6. Think and answer the
questions.


Why do people go in for sport?



Do you think sport is rest or work?



Why are the Olympic Games held?



Do I need to go in for sport? Why do you think so?



What kinds of sport are popular in your country?

EXERCISE 7. Read the sentences and tick which is (T)
true or (F) false.
1. Sport is a game organized according to certain rules of
athletes which consists in comparing their physical
abilities.
2. Sport combined with work improves human health.
3. NTU “KhPI” is an unknown center of physical culture
and sports in Ukraine.
4. Various kinds of sport make it possible to form a
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healthy lifestyle for the engineering elite of Kharkiv and
Ukraine.
5. The sports complex of NTU “KhPI” does not have
sport halls and gyms, a swimming pool, grounds for
football, basketball and tennis.
6. Skiing is very popular in Ukraine.
7. The sports and fitness center “Polytechnic” is located
in the forest on the banks of the Seversky Donets River.
8. The camp has a wonderful restaurant.
9. Students, teachers, university staff and their children
can relax in the sports and fitness camp.
10. The Olympic Games are held every year.

GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
V

N

N

V

Adj

to swim – swimming

test – to test

to eat – eating

forecast – to forecast pale – to pale

to educate –

influence –

education

to influence

to train – training

damage – to damage
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V

clear – to clear
warm – to warm
calm – to calm

EXERCISE 8. Form a new word by opening the
brackets.
1. Even if it rains, I'll go (to swim) tomorrow.
2. They imagined it (influence) our daily lives.
3. I go in for (to box) twice a week.
4. They've learned (forecast) where and when a black hole will
occur.
5. Give me a couple of minutes (clear) out the room.
6. Tom doesn't like (to eat) fish.
7. Here is fire and food (warm) yourself.
8. Again, most important in my mind is (to educate).

EXERCISE 9. Look at the pictures and say to your
friend what he/she should/must and should not/must, have ,
not to do. The words in the box can help you.
Example: You should swim, you have to swim in the river.
Sports competitions (jumping in bags), hiding under a tree
during rain and lightning, walking in the forest, sunbathe, walking
in the rain without an umbrella, communicate with friends, eat
healthy food, play volleyball, go camping, swimming in a river, do
not light a fire in the forest, go skiing, sail on a boat, swim, kindle
a fire in the forest, play table tennis, sing songs around the
campfire, rest, spending time with.
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EXERCISE 10. Write in the two lower columns what
kinds of sport are winter and what are summer.
Example: winter sport – skiing, summer sport – playing
volleyball.

Winter sport

Summer sport

LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
river bank

|ˈrɪvə bæŋk|

possibility

|ˌpɒsɪˈbɪlɪti|

sunbathe

|ˈsʌnbeɪð|

clean air

|kliːn eə|

improve health

|ɪmˈpruːv hɛlθ|

go in for sports

|ɡəʊ ɪn fɔː spɔːts|

comfortable cottages

|ˈkʌmf(ə)təb(ə)l |ˈkɒtɪdʒ|

prepare delicious and healthy food

|prɪˈpɛː dɪˈlɪʃəs ænd ˈhɛlθi fuːd|

keep your body in good form

|kiːp jə ˈbɒdi ɪn ɡʊd ˈfɔːm|

excursions to scenic places

|ɪkˈskəːʃ(ə)n tuː ˈsiːnɪk pleɪs|

artist Ilya Repin

|ˈɑːtɪst |
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TOPIC 17
EXTRACURRICULAR LIFE OF A FOREIGN
STUDENT IN UKRAINE

SPEAKING &WRITING
Read words and phrases.
Health. Dormitory. Temporary residence. Payment. To
make payment. Medicine – medical assistance. Get sick. Student
hospital. Call by phone. Emergency. Emergency help. Gas service.
Fire – fire service. Police – police station. Discipline.
Extracurricular work. Accident. Different accidents.

Read the text.
Extracurricular work is carried out outside the classroom
schedule and develops student independence, forms a creative
character. Extracurricular work involves working in clubs,
participating in recreation evenings, excursions, visiting museums,
watching performances in the theater, organizing student clubs of
interest, and others. Effective teaching and educational work at the
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university depends on the activities of the curators of student
groups.
The curator is an experienced teacher who ensures the
organization of the extracurricular work of the student group after
study. He/she knows how to create good and friendly relations in
the team, provides assistance in the social and living conditions of
the student's life, helps to organize cultural events. The curator is
an intermediary between the dean's office and the student. He/she
informs students about important events in the life of the
university and monitors their academic work. The curator's work
with the student group is carried out from the first to the fifth year
of education.
The university has created all the necessary conditions for
good extracurricular work, as well as for the rest and creative
growth of foreign students.
Rest is a free time from work and studies. In the Kharkiv
city you can find many places for rest and entertainment. In their
free time, students can relax in parks of culture and recreation, as
well as visit museums, theaters, cinemas, planetarium, zoo, circus,
dolphinarium and shopping centers.
Foreign students live in a dormitory.
The dormitory is the place of residence for students
during their studies. A dormitory is a temporary home, where
students must observe order and cleanliness, hygiene rules, and
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pay for accommodation on time. In the dormitory, students should
not drink alcohol, smoke in rooms, make noise at night, and
violate discipline. If a student has an accident, they must call the
emergency help number in Ukraine.

If a student is sick, he/she can go to the student hospital,
where he/she will receive medical assistance. Be healthy and
happy in Ukraine!

EXERCISE 1. Answer the questions using the text.
1. What can you tell us about extracurricular work?
Your answer: _____.
2. Who is a curator?
Your answer: _____.
3. What can you tell us about the curator's work?
Your answer: _____.
4. What is the rest?
Your answer: _____.
5. Where young people can have rest in Kharkiv in their free
time?
Your answer: _____.
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6. What is a dormitory?
Your answer: _____.
7. What rules must be followed by students living in a
dormitory?
Your answer: _____.

EXERCISE 2. Name the emergency phone numbers.


Police ...



Emergency ...



Gas emergency service ...



Fire ...

EXERCISE 3. Correlate the left and right parts of the
table.
Example: Free time.
Temporary

time

Organize

teacher

Experienced

group

Extracurricular

cultural events

Creative

help

Emergency

character

Free

accommodation

Student

work
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EXERCISE 4. Instead of points, insert the desired
word.
1. Extracurricular work … outside the classroom schedule.
2. The curator … the organization of the extracurricular work of
the student group. 3. Foreign students … in a dormitory. 4. In their
free time, students … in parks of culture and recreation.
5. Students … order and cleanliness in the dormitory. 6. If a
student has an accident, he … the emergency help number in
Ukraine. 7. If a student is ill, he … to the student hospital.
Words for reference: live; is carried out; provides; can
have rest; must keep; can go; can call.
EXERCISE 5. Complete the following sentences, write
them down.
1. The university has created all the conditions for ...
2. Effective teaching and educational work at the university
depends on ...
3. Curator is ...
4. Rest is ...
5. In their free time, students can have rest ...
6. In the dormitory, students must keep ...
7. A dormitory is a place ...
8. If a student is ill, he can go ...
9. If a student has an accident, he must call…
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GRAMMAR
Look, read and remember
Get is one of the most common verbs in English. It has
several different meanings
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EXERCISE 6. Сhose the correct variant.
1. I hate getting on/off/up early in the winter when it’s still
dark.
2. Children mustn’t get in / on / out strangers’ cars.
3. It took her a long time to get over / by / in the illness.
4. The teacher asked them to get on / into / out of the work quietly.
5. I tried ringing but I could not get over / into / through to her
office.
6. The bad news really got him up / down / off.
7. Will we get on / through / together for a drink at the weekend?
8. I didn’t mean to get you on / into / onto trouble.
9. It’s two o’clock: I must get around / on / back to the office.
10. Helen got off / on / in her bike and rode off.
11. I’m not sure I got on / of / across that very well. I don’t think
they really understood.

EXERCISE 7. Write 10-12 new words in your
vocabulary that you learned in this lesson.

EXERCISE 8. Write down and explain the meaning of
the following words and phrases. Make some sentences.


cultural events;



rest and entertainment;



dormitory.
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EXERCISE 9. Read the text and write down the words
and phrases that describe the curator's work. Think up and
ask 2-3 questions according to the text, to your friend.
A curator is an experienced teacher who ensures the
organization of the extracurricular work of the student group.
He/she knows how to create good and friendly relations in the
team, provides assistance in the social and living conditions of the
student's life, helps to organize cultural events. The curator is an
intermediary between the dean's office and the student. He/she
informs students about important events in the life of the
university and monitors their academic work. The curator's work
with the student group is carried out from the first to the fifth year
of education.
The university has created all the necessary conditions for
good extracurricular work, as well as for the rest and creative
growth of foreign students.
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LEARN THE NEW WORDS AND PHRASES
Useful words and phrases
temporary residence

|ˈtɛmp(ə)rəri ˈrɛzɪd(ə)ns|

health

|hɛlθ|

discipline

|ˈdɪsɪplɪn|

extracurricular

|ɛkstrəkəˈrɪkjʊlə|

accident

|ˈaksɪd(ə)nt|

emergency

|ɪˈməːdʒ(ə)nsi|

cultural activities

|ˈkʌltʃ(ə)r(ə)l ækˈtɪvətiz|

curator

|kjʊ(ə)ˈreɪtə|

hygiene

|ˈhʌɪdʒiːn|
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Interesting to know
The best universities in Ukraine included in the “TOP-200”

There are many universities in Ukraine that are included in
the “TOP-200” of the best universities in Ukraine. The first place
in the rating is taken by the Taras Shevchenko Kyiv National
University. The second place is taken by the Igor Sikorsky Kyiv
Polytechnic University, the third place is the Vasily Karazin
Kharkiv National University, the fourth place is the National
University “Lviv Polytechnic”, the fifth place is the National
Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”.
The methodology of the “Top-200 Ukraine” project was
created in accordance with the Berlin principles of ranking
universities and is based on the expert opinions of specialists in
the field of higher education.
University ranking is the process of building a ranking of
higher education institutions by combining various factors.
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The first five of the rating “Top-200 Ukraine 2020”
Assessment
of the
Assessment
Assessment Assessment
quality of
of the
Institution of higher
of the
of
scientific
integrated
education
training international
and
performance
quality
recognition
pedagogical
indicator
potential

Taras Shevchenko
Kyiv National
University
Igor Sikorsky Kyiv
Polytechnic
University
Vasily Karazin
Kharkiv National
University

40.95

22.32

14.76

78.03

40.76

21.00

14.88

76.64

21.06

13.55

12.39

47.00

National University
“Lviv Polytechnic”

16.72

16.94

13.33

46.98

National Technical
University “Kharkiv
Polytechnic Institute”

20.07

14.81

8,.3

43.51

The list of objects or phenomena with the highest rating is
usually called “TOP N”, where N is the number of objects in the
list, usually a multiple of 10. The most famous universities of
Ukraine are located in Kyiv. These are the Taras Shevchenko
National University and the Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic
University.
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Taras Shevchenko Kyiv National University
Kyiv University is one of the oldest universities in the
country. It was founded on November 08, 1833 as the Imperial
Kyiv University of St. Vladimir. Now it is called Taras
Shevchenko Kyiv National University. It is a national center of
science and culture.

It has 14 faculties of humanities and natural sciences and 7
educational institutes, which enroll about 25 thousand students.

Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic University

Kyiv Polytechnic Institute is one of the largest Ukrainian
universities. It consists of 18 faculties, 7 educational and scientific
institutes and 129 departments. It was established in 1898 and
consisted of four faculties: mechanical, chemical, agricultural and
engineering.
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There are 35 higher education institutions in Kharkiv.
Kharkiv is rightly considered the capital of students. The best
higher educational institutions of Kharkiv are: Kharkiv National
University named after Vasily Karazin, National Technical
University “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”, National University of
Pharmacy, National Aerospace University named after Nicholas
Zhukovsky “Kharkiv Aviation Institute”, Kharkiv National
Medical University, Simon Kuznets Kharkiv National University
of Economics, Kharkiv National University of Construction and
Architecture, Kharkiv National University of Municipal Economy
named after Alexey Beketov.

Kharkiv National University named after Vasily Karazin
Kharkiv University was founded in 1805. It was the first
higher education institution in the city.
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It was founded by the scientist, engineer, educator Vasily
Karazin. Now it is the Kharkiv National University, which bears
his name. The University is one of the largest scientific centers in
Ukraine. In the “TOP-200 Ukraine” rating, Kharkiv National
University ranks third place among all Ukrainian higher
educational institutions. It includes 20 faculties. About 16
thousand students study at the university.
National University “Lviv Polytechnic”
The origins of the National University “Lviv Polytechnic”
date back to 1844, when the Austrian government established the
Technical

Academy in

Lviv.

National

University

“Lviv

Polytechnic” is the oldest technical university in Eastern Europe, it
was one of the first academic and technical schools in Ukraine.

The structure of the university consists of 18 institutes and
115 departments. The University trains specialists in various fields
- both technical and humanitarian. “Lviv Polytechnic” has been
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one of the five best higher educational institutions in Ukraine for
many years.
National Technical University
“Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”
National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic
Institute” is one of the best technical universities in Ukraine.
Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute was founded by scientist
Viktor Kyrpychov in 1885. NTU “KhPI” is the only educational
and scientific complex that has scientific laboratories and
scientific groups in the structure of departments and faculties on a
level with educational subdivisions (faculties).

NTU “KhPI” includes 4 faculties and 5 institutes and 89
departments.
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National University “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy”
The oldest university in Ukraine is the Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy. This is the first higher educational institution in
Ukraine. At first it was called the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium. It was
opened in 1632. Since 1701 it has been called the Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy. Now it is the National University “Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy”. There are 6 faculties here: humanities, economic
sciences, legal sciences, natural sciences, the faculty of social
sciences and social technologies, the faculty of informatics. In the
18th

century,

the

famous

Ukrainian

philosopher

Gregory Skovoroda (1722-1794) worked at the academy.

World famous universities in Ukraine are: Odessa National
University named after Ilya Mechnikov, Kharkiv National
Medical

University,

National

University

“Kyiv-Mohyla

Academy” and other universities.
Each student can choose to study at any of these
universities.
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The impact of the Internet on human life

1. Since ancient times, people independently explored the
world. Writing appeared later, and book literature became the
main source of information. But more recently, mankind has
discovered the vastness of the Internet, and the worldwide global
network has begun to play an important role in people's lives. We
cannot imagine our life without the Internet, a computer, or other
gadgets that unite all users of the world wide web.
2. The Internet is a global network that transmits data to
different parts of the earth. The Internet is a very important
resource of information for people. Nowadays, on the Internet you
can find any necessary information, not only for training or work,
but also for entertainment.
The Internet is not only an assistant in everyday work and
study. The Internet is a different world in which there are
mailboxes, libraries, photo galleries, games and shops. Using the
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Internet, people can travel to different cities, visit tourist places
and chat with people.
3. The Internet is also very important for training students,
thanks to the Internet they have the opportunity to exchange
information, receive assignments from teachers, upload or
download files, communicate in various chats, and also learn the
latest news. A student can also find the information they need
about the educational process of their university in a matter of
seconds.
There are millions of Internet sites containing a lot of
useful data about everything: science, history, psychology, sports,
fashion, music, cooking and many other areas. The Internet saves
our time and money.
4. Nowadays, almost everyone can afford the Internet; it
connects people from all countries and helps people communicate
from all over the world. A student who studies in another country
can keep in touch with his/her family and friends at any time.
Modern life is not possible without the Internet, as it helps to make
online transactions, manage our bank accounts.
The Internet helps shy people or those with low self-esteem
to find each other on dating sites and chat with new friends and
learn a foreign language.
5. However, I must say that there are both positive and
negative sides to using the Internet. On the one hand, the Internet
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is a very good and useful thing. On the other hand, it is an
addiction, a waste of time, money and health. Please bear in mind
that the Internet has a profound effect on young people. There are
many diseases that result from people spending too much time on
social media or playing computer games. We are less and less
involved in sports and walking, neglecting our families, friends,
work and real hobbies, as we began to spend more time sitting at
the computer.
6. And despite the fact that the Internet has made our life
easier, the world has not become better because of this, because
there should always be harmony in life.
Thanks to modern scientific progress, a lot has changed on
the planet, but we should not forget about such values as live
communication, evening walks, reading an interesting book.
Therefore, do not be afraid that life without the Internet will
become boring and uninteresting. It is important to learn to
distinguish between real life and life on the Internet.
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TESTS FOR SELF-CONTROL

1. The main purpose of the Bologna Process is:
A) creation of a unified education system in different countries;
B) assistance in the European dimension of higher education;
C) formation of a single center for higher education management;
D) development of the national education systems.
2. The leading form of the educational process organization in
the higher education institution is:
A) practical lesson;
B) lecture;
C) seminar;
D) independent work.
3. What is the name of the head of the Higher Education
Institution?
A) teacher;
B) vice-rector;
C) rector;
D) dean.
4. In the general social and cultural structure of the higher
education institution the library is considered as:
A) component of this structure;
B) an independent institution;
C) partially independent institution;
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D) bookstore.
5. Who helps the rector in the management of the university?
A) teachers;
B) vice-rectors;
C) students.
D) department.
6. The examination session is:
A) scientific work of the student;
B) passing tests and exams;
C) discussion of the passed topic;
D) laboratory work.
7. How do Ukrainians call a painted Easter egg?
A) “vyshyvanka”;
B) “pysanka”;
C) Easter egg.
8. The exam is:
A) independent and scientific work;
B) discussion of the passed topic;
C) final assessment of student knowledge;
D) intermediate control.
9. “Student” translated from Latin means:
A) the one who works;
B) the one who goes to the goal;
C) the one who wants new knowledge;
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D) the one who does not work.
10. Temporary residence permit ("Posvidka") is:
A) student ticket;
B) document that certifies the identity of the foreigner and
confirms his stay in Ukraine;
C) document that contains records of students taking exams;
D) permission for transit through the territory of Ukraine.
11. Name the first qualification and educational level:
A) graduate student;
B) bachelor;
C) master;
D) student.
12. Foreigners in Ukraine have the right to:
A) participation in the election of the President of Ukraine;
B) study, work, business, family, birth of children;
C) service in the army;
D) work in public authorities.
13. What are the colors of the Ukrainian flag?
A) green, yellow and white;
B) red, blue and green;
C) blue and yellow.
14. In what year were the European standards of the Bologna
Process signed?
A) 1999;
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B) 1985;
C) 2009;
D) 2001.
15. The Bologna Process is:
A) higher education institution;
B) training in Europe;
C) process of studying at the university;
D) European reforms and a unified education system in Europe.
16. What is the name of the university subdivision where preuniversity training of foreign citizens is carried out?
A) department;
B) rectorate;
C) faculty of international education;
D) dean's office.
17. Student age is the youth and period of human life from:
A) 35 to 45 years;
B) 5 to 15 years;
C) 25 to 35 years;
D) 15 to 25 years.
18. The solemn song of the Ukrainian people is called
A) romance;
B) hit;
C) the anthem.
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19. The seminar is:
A) discussion of the passed topic;
B) independent and scientific work;
C) final assessment of students' knowledge;
D) performance of control work.
20. A foreign student is:
A) person residing in another country;
B) citizen of another country who came to Ukraine for education;
C) person who manages a higher education institution;
D) citizen of another country who came to Ukraine.
21.What is the largest river in Ukraine
A) Seversky Donets;
B) the Dnipro;
C) the Dniester.
22. On the basis of which document can foreigners enter
Ukraine?
A) visa;
B) passport;
C) student ticket;
D) diploma.
23. What is the name of the head of the faculty?
A) teacher;
B) vice-rector;
C) rector;
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D) dean.
24. What is the name of the higher educational institution
where educational programs of higher professional education
are implemented?
A) faculty;
B) university;
C) library;
D) college.
25. The capital of Ukraine is
A) Kharkiv;
B) Kyiv;
C) Odessa.
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CHECK YOURSELF
TOPIC 1
Exercise 1. 1. Ukraine is located in the southeastern part of
Europe. 2. Ukraine borders on Russia, Belarus, Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary, Romania and Moldova. 3. The area of Ukraine is
603.700 km2 4. In Ukraine the climate is mostly temperate. 5. The
big cities of Ukraine are Kharkov, Dnipro, Krivoy Rog, Mariupol.
7. Spring starts at the 1st of March in Ukraine. 8. The population of
Ukraine is about 38 million people. 9. In the south of the country
are the Black Sea and the Azov Sea. 10. In Ukraine the largest
river is Dnieper.
Exercise 3a: Ukraine.
TOPIC 2
Exercise 1. 1.The Basic Law of Ukraine; 2. 24 of August;
3. 28 of June: 4. The Constitution of Ukraine regulates the most
important aspects of the state life, guarantees people the right to
life, to health protection and protection of their property. 5 The
symbols of the state are the coat of arms, flag and anthem; 6. The
flag of Ukraine symbolizes the blue sky over the grain field. 7.
The coat of arms is a distinctive sign of the state; it is on seals,
documents, coins; 8. The anthem is the song of the people.
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Exercise 4: 1. B, 2. B, 3. C, 4. A, 5. B.
Exercise 5: 1. The flag is the official symbol of the state.
2. The anthem is the solemn song of the people. 3. Every
independent, democratic state has its own symbols. 4. Currently
Ukraine is an independent and democratic state. 5. Ukraine
accepts students from different countries of the world to study.
Exercise 9: Across: 1) climate; 2) place; 3) symbol;
4) republic; 5) country; 6) emblem; 7) plant; 8) production; 9)
river; 10) territory. Down: 10) tractor; 11) oil; 12) gas; 13) tourist;
14) iron.
TOPIC 3
Exercise 1. 1. The state is a group of bodies that govern
the population and territory of a country. 2. A democratic state has
three main organs of power: legislative, executive, judicial.

3.

The Verkhovna Rada. 4. The Supreme Soviet of Ukraine adopts
the laws of Ukraine, the State Budget of Ukraine and controls their
implementation. The Supreme Council of Ukraine decides many
of the most important issues in the country. 5. Cabinet of
Ministers. 6. On 1st of December, 1991, the citizens of the state of
Ukraine elected the first president of the country, Leonid
Kravchuk. 7. The Verkhovna Rada is the legislative branch that
creates the laws of the state. 8. The President of Ukraine is elected
for 5 years.
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Exercise 5. 1. President, deputies, court, Verkhovna Rada,
the government, parliamentary-presidential.
Exercise 6. 1. B; 2. С; 3. С; 4. В; 5. А; 6. А; 7. А; 8. С; 9.
А; 10. В.

TOPIC 4
Exercise 1. 1. Kyiv is the capital of Ukraine. 2. The city of
Kyiv is located in the north of Ukraine. 3. The main street of Kyiv
is Khreshchatyk. 4. Kyiv is one of the largest industrial centers in
Ukraine. In Kyiv there are factories of various industries: food,
chemical and light. Kyiv is a center of mechanical engineering,
ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy. 5. Football. 6. Many historical
monuments have been preserved in Kyiv. The most famous
architectural monuments are St. Sophia Cathedral, Kiev-Pechersk
Lavra, St. Andrew's Church, Golden Gate, Mariinsky Palace. 7.
The urban settlement in Kyiv originated at the end of the 5th
century and is connected with the appearance of three brothers in
the city - Kyi, Shchek, Khoriv and their sister Lybid. The
settlement was named after Kyiv's older brother, Kyi.
Exercise 3. Big, is located, was, there are, hub, port,
connects.
Exercise 4. 1. The main street of Kyiv is Khreshchatyk. 2.
Kyiv is political and cultural center of Ukraine. 3. In Kyiv there
are a lot of various industries and factories. 4. Kyiv is the largest
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transport hub in Ukraine. 5. The capital of Ukraine is the largest
scientific center of the country. 6. There are many different
palaces and cathedrals here.
Exercise 9. 1. A; 2. А; 3. В; 4. A; 5. А.

TOPIC 5
Exercise 1. 1. From 1919 to 1934 Kharkov was the capital
of Ukraine. 2. It was founded in 1654. 3. There are large machinebuilding plants in Kharkov, as well as enterprises of the electrical
and chemical industries. The most famous of them are: «Kharkov
Tractor

Plant»,

«Malyshev

Plant»,

«Ukrelectromash»,

«Turboatom». 4. The most famous architectural monuments of
Kharkov are Derzhprom, the monument to Taras Shevchenko,
Freedom Square, «Mirror Stream», 6 state theaters, 21 museums
and 15 cinemas. 5. Kharkiv is called the city of science and
students, because there are many educational institutions. About
160 thousand students study in Kharkov, including 12 thousand
foreign students. 6. Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko.7. «Mirror
Stream» is considered the business card of Kharkov. 8. Freedom
Square. 9. Kharkov underground was opened in August 1975.
10. There are 36 higher educational institutions in Kharkov.
Exercise 3. Stately, chemical, metalworking, Europe,
Taras Shevchenko, new, city.
Exercise 8. 1. C; 2. C; 3. A; 4. A; 5. B.
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Exercise 9. 1. Kharkiv Freedom Square is the largest in
Europe. 2. Now this garden is a botanical natural monument. 3.
There are many building monuments in the city of Kharkiv. 4.
Guests of the city have an opportunity to see the stars in the
middle of the day. 5. In the central garden of Kharkov there is the
monument to the great Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko. 6. In
1975, the Kharkiv underground was opened in the city.
TOPIC 6
Exercise 1. 1. Popular national dishes include borsch,
vareniki, dumplings, kulish, stewed cabbage, roast, donuts with
garlic. 2. Among the popular drinks - stewed fruit, kvass, beer,
mead. 3. The most popular holidays in Ukraine are Christmas,
Shrovetide, and New Year. 4. The main place in the Ukrainians’
nutrition is bread. 5. Shrovetide Holiday. 6. Ukrainians like to
decorate their clothes with embroidery. 7. There are many folk
songs and dances in Ukraine. The national dance of the Ukrainian
people is "Hopak". The national clothing is "vishyvanka" embroidered shirt. 8. Loaf.
Exercise 5. Folk, bread, bread and salt, clothes, apologize,
embroider, family, borsch.
Exercise 10. 1. C; 2. B; 3. C; 4. C; 5. A.
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TOPIC 7
Exercise 1. 1. Higher education is a vocational, practical
and scientific preparation of students with a certain qualification.
2. National technical university «Kharkov Polytechnic Institute»;
3. Education is learning and acquisition of new knowledge; 4. The
Bologna system is European reforms and a unified education
system in Europe; 5. Students of NTU «KhPI» are studied in the
Bologna system; 6. Bologna; 7. In 1999, the European standards
of the Bologna process were signed; 8. Ukraine joined the
Bologna process in May 2005; 9. Now 515 universities from 46
countries participate in the Bologna process; 10.

The word

«standard» comes from the English word «standard» and means:
norm, sample, standard. A standard is a document establishing a
set of rules, requirements and objectives; 11. The education
standard is a document that defines the end results of education
that are necessary for the education process.
Exercise 5: vocational; education; 29 countries; May 2005;
515; study; education levels; the Bologna system.

TOPIC 8
Exercise 1. 1. A university is a higher education institution
where students receive higher vocational education. 2. National
technical university “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”. 3. In 1885
there were 2 faculties at the institute. 4. NTU “KhPI” is 135 years
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old. 5. Rating is a list of the best (people, countries, universities).
6. The first rector was physicist Viktor Kirpichov. 7. The status of
National University was assigned by KhPI in 2000. 8. National
Technical University “Kharkov Polytechnic Institute” takes 650701 position in the ranking of the best universities in the world QS
World University Rankings.
Exercise 2: receive; called; had; participates; takes; most
famous.
Exercise 8: Across: 1) department; 2) student; 3) status;
4) research; 5) faculty; 6) institute; 7) profession; 8) science.
Down: 4) rector; 5) chemistry; 6) rating.

TOPIC 9
Exercise 1. 1. The structure of education in Ukraine
includes: preschool education, secondary education, vocational
education, higher education, postgraduate education. 2. In higher
education of Ukraine there are three educational qualification
levels: bachelor, master, graduate school.3. The structure of the
university includes: 5 institutes, 4 faculties, 89 departments. 4. The
main subdivisions of the university are institutes and faculties.5.
There are 5 institutes and 4 faculties and 89 departments in NTU
«KhPI». 6. The university is managed by the rector and vicerectors. 7. The department is an association of teachers of different
specializations, which provides training for students in one
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specialty. 8. The faculty is an educational and scientific unit of the
university that provides training for students in several specialties.
9. The university is led by the rector.
Exercise 2: 1. C; 2 А; 3 В; 4 С; 5. С; 6. В.
Exercise 8. include, there are, engaged, hold, consist of,
manage, help, take place.

TOPIC 10
Exercise 1. 1. A lecturer is a teacher who educates and
trains young people in an educational institution. 2. People are
educated at school, college, university. 3. The joint work of a
lecturer and a student, which is aimed at quality training, is called
the educational process. 4. Education is the process of acquiring
knowledge by a person. 5. The main forms of training are a
lecture, a seminar, a practical lesson, laboratory work, independent
work, course works and graduate works, an exam. 6. Lecture .7. A
student ID is a student document that contains all the important
information about the student.
Exercise 2. 1. A ;2. B; 3. В; 4. С.
Exercise 4. 1. education. 2. standard. 3.are educate. 4. is
given. 5. teaches. 6. is called. 7.prepare. 8. write. 9. receives. 10.
different.
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TOPIC 11
Exercise 1. 1. Higher education is the acquisition of
knowledge by a person as a result of the process of studying at the
university in his future specialty. 2. Semester - a semi-annual
student learning in higher education. 3. The main task of the
semester control is the high-quality knowledge of the educational
material by the student. 4. There are two semesters in the
academic year - spring and autumn. 5. Types of control: current
control, modular control, final control. 6. The exam is the final
assessment of the student's knowledge. 7. The examination session
is the period of the results of the students' academic work for the
current semester. 8. A record book is a document in which a
lecturer gives a mark to a student for a passed exam, offset or
course work.
Exercise 5. Is divided, takes place, to check, are admitted,
has not passed, is held, puts, national scale.
Exercise 8. Offset, exam, semester, control, assessment,
result, topic, document, learning, knowledge.

TOPIC 12
Exercise 1. 1. Abilities are individual characteristics of a
person. 2. Professional education is the acquisition of theoretical
knowledge and practical skills in their future specialty.
3. Professionalism is the ability of a person to perform his
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professional activities well and be able to apply his knowledge in
practice. 4. Mathematical abilities, humanitarian abilities, musical
abilities. 5. Students receive theoretical knowledge at lectures,
seminars and practical classes. 6. A profession is a person's future
labor activity in his specialty. 7 Specialty is a student's acquisition
of special knowledge in the chosen profession. 8. An engineer
must know modern technology, new technologies, production
organization.
Exercise 3. individual, an engineer, a profession, a
specialty, receives, plays, sings, studies, should become.
Exercise 9: Across: 1) Speciality; 2) doctor; 3) theory; 4)
office; 5) engineer; 6) task; 7) person; 8) training; 9) modern; 10)
individual. Down: 1) medicine; 2) skill; 3) ability; 4) laboratory.

TOPIC 13
Exercise 1. 1. A visa is a document that gives the right to
enter and move freely all over Ukraine. 2. Foreign citizens are
citizens of other countries who are temporarily in Ukraine. They
enter Ukraine only on the basis of a visa. 3. Human rights are the
rules for the protection and dignity of every person living in a
state. 4. Responsibility is the mandatory observance of laws by all
citizens of Ukraine and foreign citizens. 5. Discipline is the rules
of human behavior in society. 6. Punishment is a measure of
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influence for a bad action committed by a person. 7. Deportation is
the forced return of a foreign citizen to his country for violation of
the laws of Ukraine. 8. Citizens' rights are divided into: political
rights, social rights, economic rights, national and cultural rights.
Exercise 4. Permit, Ukrainian laws, expulsion, human
rights, punished, deportation.
Exercise 7: 1. Foreign students come to study in Ukraine.
2. A visa is a document that gives the right to enter and free
movement all over Ukraine. 3. Ukrainian laws protect the rights of
Ukrainian and foreign citizens. 4. Foreign citizens have the right
to study and work. 5. Discipline can be good or bad. 6.
Deportation prohibits entry to Ukraine for a period of 5 years.

TOPIC 14
Exercise 1. 1. In ancient Rome, students were people who
constantly studied and learned the world. 2. A foreign student is a
foreign citizen who came to Ukraine to get an education. 3.
Student translated from Latin means «a young man who studies
well and works hard». 4. Student age is the time from 15 to 25
years, which coincides with the period of study of the student at
the university. 5. In the morning, the student must visit classes at
the university. 6. In the afternoon, the student can do independent
work and rest. 7. The student is prohibited from: consume
alcoholic drinks on the territory of the university; distribute drugs;
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be late for classes; talk on the phone during classes. 8. The student
must: comply with the charter of the university; visit lectures,
seminars, practical lessons; make payment for training on time;
pass offsets and exams on time.

TOPIC 15
Exercise 1. 1. A library is a curated collection of books,
newspapers, magazines for general use. 2. The social and cultural
infrastructure includes: a library, a museum, the Palace of
students, a sports complex. 3. The museum is the historical, social
and cultural infrastructure of the university. 4. Students visit sports
hall and gyms, a swimming pool, sports clubs in football,
basketball, play tennis. 5. The Palace of students of NTU “KhPI”
is the center of educational work and organization of students' free
time. 6. There are more than 30 higher educational institutions in
Kharkiv.
Exercise 7: 1. Every university has social and cultural
infrastructure. 2. The NTU “KhPI” library is a center of
educational work. 3. In the museum, students get meet with the
history of the university. 4. Students in sports halls play sports
and improve their health. 5. Many students go in for sports.
6. The Palace of students of is a center for organization students'
free time.
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TOPIC 16
Exercise 1. 1. Sport is a game organized according to
certain rules of athletes consisting in comparing their physical
abilities with the purpose of competition. 2. Popular sports among
polytechnic students are volleyball, basketball, wrestling, boxing,
athletics, football, tennis, aerobics, swimming, skiing and others.
3. The sports complex of NTU “KhPI” has sport halls and gyms, a
swimming pool, stadium grounds for football, basketball, tennis.
4. The ski base of the university is located in a forested area at the
end of Sumskaya Street. 5. Skiing helps people to harden during
the cold season and improve their health. 6. In summer, students
and teachers of NTU “KhPI” can relax and play sports in the
sports and fitness center “Polytechnic”. 7.The health camp is
located in a picturesque corner of the Kharkiv region, not far from
the town of Chuguev, on the banks of the Seversky Donets River.
On the territory of the sports complex there are sports grounds for
playing volleyball, basketball, tennis, a pavilion for wrestlers,
board games, a dining room, a beach. 8. On the territory of the
sports complex there are sports grounds for playing volleyball,
basketball, tennis, a pavilion for wrestlers, board games, a dining
room, a beach. 9. Sport is necessary for those people who want to
always be healthy and keep their body in good form.
Exercise 2. 1. Helps, has, are held, can go, is located, were
built, prepare, has the ability to accommodate, improve.
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TOPIC 17
Exercise 1. 1. Extracurricular work is carried out outside
the classroom schedule and develops the student's independence,
forms a creative character and involves working in circles,
participating in recreation evenings, excursions. 2. A curator is an
experienced

teacher

who

ensures

the

organization

of

extracurricular work (after study) of the student group.3. A curator
is a teacher who must be able to organize friendly relations in the
student community. 4. Rest is time free from work and studies. 5.
In their free time, students can have rest in parks of culture and
recreation, visit museums, theaters, cinemas, planetarium, zoo,
circus,

dolphinarium,

water

park,

shopping

centers.

6. The dormitory is the place of residence of students during their
studies. 7. In the dormitory, students must keep order and
cleanliness, hygiene rules, and pay for the dormitory on time.
Students should not drink alcohol, smoke in rooms, make noise at
night, and violate dormitory discipline.
Exercise 4. is carried out; provides; live; can have rest;
must keep; can call; can go.
ANSWERS TO TESTS
1. A; 2. B; 3. C; 4. D; 5. B; 6. B; 7. B; 8. C; 9. C; 10. B; 11. B; 12.
B; 13. C; 14. A; 15. D; 16. C; 17. D; 18. C; 19. A; 20. B; 21. B;
22. A; 23. D; 24. В; 25. В.
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DICTIONARY
English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

A
مخ ت صرة ن بذة

abstract

soyut

accident

kaza

accounting

muhasabe

acquisition

حادث

of bilgi edinme

ال محا س بة
ال م عرف ة اك ت ساب

knowledge
ف عل

act

hareket

activities

aktiviteler

adaptation

adaptasyon

age

yaş

ancient Rome

antik Roma

ال قدي مة روما

National anthem

marş

وط ني ن ش يد

appoint

atamak

art exhibitions

sanat galerisi

ال ف ن ية ال م عارض

artistic circles

artistic çevre

ال ف ن ية ال دوائ ر

aspiration

özlem

assessment

أن شطة
ال ت ك يف/ ال ت عاي ش
ال عمر

ار شاد/ت وج يه

طموح
ال م عرف ة ت ق ي يم

of bilginin

knowledge

değerlendirilmesi

assistant

asistan

assistant professor

yardımcı professör

ا س تاذ م ساعد

an association

dernek

جم ع ية/م نظمة

م ساعد
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

B
ban

engellemek

ال م نع

beautiful

güzel

جم ي لة

Behavior

davranış

س لوك

body of authority

yetki organı

ه ي ئة ال س لطة

book storage

kitap deposu

ت خزي ن ال ك تب

Bologna

Bolonya

Bologna process

Bolonya süreci

Bologna system

Bolonya sistemi

ب ول ون يا
عم ل ية ب ول ون يا
ن ظام ب ول ون يا

C
capital

başkent

عا صمة

characteristic

karakteristik

charter

tüzük

chemical

kimyasal

choice

tercih

خ يار

citizen

vatandaş

مواطن

coat of arms

arması

collective

kollektif

جماعي

college

üniversite

ك ل ية

communication

iletişim

comply with laws

yasalara uyum

خ صائ ص
ال م ي ثاق
ال مواد ال ك يم يائ ية

ش عار ال ن بال ة

ال توا صل
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ي تواف ق مع ال قوان ين

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

conclusion

sonuç

ال خ ال صة

conduct an exam

sınav yapmak

constitution

anayasa

content

içerik

control

kontrol

مراق بة

cooperation

yardımlaşma

ت عاون

coursework

kurs

court

mahkeme

culture

kültür

current control

akım kontrölü

إجراء ام تحان
د س تور
ال مح توى

ال دورات ال درا س ية
مح كمة
ح ضاره
ال س يطرة ال حال ية

D
daily regime

günlük rejim-plan

dean

dekan

decline

redetmek

demand

talep

democratic

demokratik

department

Bölüm

deportation

sınır dışı edilmek

ال يومي ال نظام
عم يد
ان خ فاض/ال غاء
ال ط لب
دي م قراط ية
ق سم

different forms of değişik eğitim türleri

إب عاد/ت هم يش
من مخ ت ل فة أ ش كال
ال تدري ب

training
diploma

diploma

direction

yön

دب لوم شهادة
ات جاه
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

director

direktör

مخرج

discipline

disiplin

ان ض باط

discussion

tartışma

ن قاش

diversity

çeşitlilik

ت نوع

document

döküman

وث ي قة

dolphinarium

yunus akvaryumu

dormitory

yurt

ين من حوض

ال دالف
م س كن

E
educate

eğitmek

education

eğitim

ل ت ث ق يف
ال ت ع ل يم

educational process eğitim süreci
educational

eğitim programları

ال ت ع ل يم ية ال عم ل ية
ت ع ل يم ية ب رامج

programs
educational work

eğitimsel çalışma

elect

seçilmiş

emergency

acil durum

engineer

mühendis

engineering

mühendis eğitimi

ت ع ل يمي عمل
ان تخب
طوارئ حال ة
مه ندس
ه ند سي ت دري ب

training
entry and exit

giriş ve çıkış

European standards avrupa Standardı
evolution

ومخرج مدخل
ية ال م عاي ير

األوروب
ت طور

evrim
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language
ام تحان

exam

sınav

examination

inceleme süreci

االم تحان ج ل سة

session
execution

icra

exercise

egzersiz

existence

varoluş

extracurricular

ders dışı

ت ن ف يذ/ اعدام
 ال ري ا ضة ممار سه/ ت مري ن
ال وجود
م نهج ية ال ان شطة

F
Faculty
international

of uluslararası

eğitim

ك ل ية ال ترب ية ال دول ية

fakültesi

education
final control

son kontrol

/ال س يطرة ال نهائ ية
االخ ت بار ال نهائ ي
اال سم االو ل

first name

ad

flag

bayrak

folk traditions

halk gelenekleri

foreign citizens

yabancı vatandaşlar

form of work

çalışma şekli

freedom Square

özgürlük meydanı

free time

boş zaman

full-time

tam zamanlı

ع لم
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ال ت قال يد ال ش ع ب ية
مواط ن ين أجان ب
ش كل ال عمل
ساحة ال حري ة
وق ت ف راغ
وق ت ك امل

Continuation of the table

English language
function

Turkish language

Arabic language
ت ف ع يل/ عمل/وظ ي فة

fonksiyon
G

ي مرض

get sick

hasta olmak

goal achievement

hedefe ulaşma

government

hükümet

graduation thesis

mezuniyet tezi

graduate work

Mezuniyet çalışması

ت ح ق يق ال هدف
ح كومة
أطروحة ال تخرج
عمل ال تخرج

H
hard

zor

ال ص عب

head

baş

رأس/رئ يس

health

sağlık

higher education

yüksek eğitim

higher

ال صحة

education yüksek

institution

ت ع ل يم عال ى
eğitim

معهد ال ت ع ل يم ال عال ي

eğitim

ن ظام ال ت ع ل يم ال عال ي

kurumu

higher

education yüksek

system

sistemi

holidays

tatil

hryvnia

Grivnası

human abilities

insan kabiliyeti

human rights

insan hakları

hygiene

hijyen

ال عطل
ال هري ف ن يا عم لة
ال ب شري ة ال قدرات
االن سان ح قوق
ال نظاف ة/ ال ت ع ق يم
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

I
increase

arttırmak

زي ادة

independent

bağımsız

م س ت قل

independent work

bağımsız çalışma

individual Features

kişisel özellikler

information

bilgi

infrastructure

altyapı

ت ح ت ية ب ن ية

the institute

enstetü

ال م عهد

institute

م س ت قل عمل
ال فردي ة ال م يزات
مع لومات

of teknoloji enstetisü

ال ت ك نول وج يا معهد

technology
ال م ث ق فون

intelligentsia

aydın

intensity

yoğunluk

interest

ilgi

interesting people

ilginç insanlar

international

uluslararası program

ال شدة/ك ثاف ة
ف ائ دة/م ث يرل اله تمام
ل اله تمام ال م ث يري ن ال ناس
دول ي ب رن امج

program
introduction

ال م قدمة

giriş

introduction to the uzmanlığa giriş

ال تخ صص ف ي م قدمة

specialty
J
job

عمل

iş
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language
م ش ترك

joint

bağlantı

joy

sevinç

ال فرح

judge

hakim

ق ا ضي

just

sadece

ف قط

K
Kyiv

Polytechnic Kiev

Politeknik

Unıversıty

Üniversitesi

knowledge

bilgi

know the world

dünyayı bilmek

ل ل ف نون ك ي يف جامعة
ال تط ب ي ق ية
ال م عرف ه
ال عال م ل م عرف ة

L
ال مخ ت بر درس

laboratory lesson

laboratuvar dersi

laboratory

laboratuvar

عم ل يات

practicals

uygulamarı

ال مخ ت بر/ال تدري ب
ال مخ بري
ال ف صل عن م تأخر

late for class

sınıfa geç kalmak

law

yasa

the law of Ukraine

ukrayna yasası

أوك ران يا ق ان ون

learning process

öğrenme süreci

ال ت ع لم عم ل ية

learned topic

öğrenilmiş tema

ال ت ع لم مو ضوع

lecture

ders

legal department

yasal departman

ال قان ون ي ال ق سم

legal status

yasal statü

ال قان ون ية ل حال ة

ال قان ون

محا ضرة
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language
راحة

leisure

keyif

lesson topic

ders konusu

level

seviye

م س توى

library

kütüphane

م ك ت بة

luck

şans

lunch

öğle yemeği

ال درس مو ضوع

ال حظ
ال غذاء

M
main member

ana üye

رئ ي سي ع ضو

management

yönetim

إدارة

meaning of life

hayatın anlamı

mechanical

mekanik

meeting

toplantı

mental activity

zihinsel aktivite

ع ق لى ن شاط

methodological

metod çalışması

ال م نهجي ال عمل

ال ح ياة مع نى
م ي كان ي كي
ل قاء

work
mirror Stream

ayna akışı

ن قطة( ال مرآة مجرى
مدي نة ف ي س ياح ية
)خارك وف

mobility

hareketlilik

modern

modern

modular control

modüler kontrol

ال ت ن قل إم كان ية
ع صري
ال م ع ياري ال تح كم
ال شاعر ت م ثال

monument to the Şair anıtı
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

poet
ال داف ع

motive

güdü

motivation to learn

öğrenme güdüsü

museum

müze

ل ل ت ع لم ال داف ع
م تحف

N
Teknik

ال جامعة ال ت ق ن ية

University

Kharkov Politeknik

ال وط ن ية "معهد خارك يف

"Kharkiv

Enstetüsü

National Technical Ulusal

"ب ول ي ت ك ن يك

Polytechnic
Institute"
Ulusal

National

Enstetüsü

University named adı Sefşenko
after

سم يت ال جامعة ال وط ن ية
ع لى ا سم ت ي
ش ي ف ت ش ي ن كو

T.

Shevchenko
negative qualities

olumsuz yönler

non-school hours

okul saatlerı harici

norm

norm

ال ص فات ال س ل ب ية
ساعات خارج ال مدر سة
مع يار

O
عو ا

offset

merdiven

opportunity

fırsat

organization

organizasyon

order

ف ر صة

and düzen ve temizlik
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 جم ع ية/م نظمة
ال نظام وال نظاف ة

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

cleanliness
P
participate

م شارك ة

Katil

participate in the projede yer almak

ال م شارك ة ف ي ال م شروع

project
payment

ödeme

دف ع

people

insanlar

performance

verim

personal

kişisel gelişim

ا شخاص
أداء
ت طوي ر ال ذات

development
دك توراه

Ph.D

doktora

planetarium

planeteryum

police

polis

population

nüfus

position

pozisyon

positive qualities

olumlu yönler

ص فات إي جاب ية

postgraduate

lisansüstü eğitim

ال درا سات ال ع ل يا

ال ق بة ال سماوي ة
شرطة
ت عداد ال س كان
موق ع

education
postgraduate

lisansüstü öğrencisi

طال ب درا سات ع ل يا

student
power

güç

ق وة

practical lessons

pratik dersler
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دروس عم ل ية

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language
hazırlık departmanı

preparatory

Arabic language
ال ق سم ال تح ض يري

department
okul öncesi eğitim

preschool

ال ح ضان ة

education
president

Başkan

primary education

ana eğitim

process

رئ يس
ت ع ل يم اب تدائ ي

of ortaklık süreci

ال ت عاونعم ل ية

cooperation
مه نة

profession

meslek

professional

profesyonel kültür

ال ث قاف ة ال مه ن ية

profesyonel eğitim

ال ت ع ل يم ال مه ني

culture
professional
education
professor

profesör

دك تور جامعى

project

proje

psychological

psikolojik yönler

م شروع
ال سمات ال ن ف س ية

features
punishment

ceza

purpose

amaç

ع قاب
غرض/ال س بب

Q
qualification

مؤهالت

vasıf
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Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

quest

sessiz

هادئ

quality

kalite

ال جودة

quick

hızlı

ال سرعة

R
rating

değerlendirme

record book

kayıt kitabı

rector

rektör

rectorate

rektörlük

researcher

araştırmacı

respect

saygı

responsibility

sorumluluk

rest

dinlenme

rest nights

gece dinlenmek

result

sonuç

rich

zengin

right

hak

rules

kurallar

ت ق ي يم
ت سج يل دف تر
ال جامعة رئ يس
ال جامعة مدي ر
ال باحث
اح ترام
ال م س ئول ية
راحة
ال راحة ل يال ي
ن ت يجة
غ ني
حق
ق واعد/ ق وان ين/ان ظمة

S
جدول

schedule

program

school

okul

science center

bilim merkezi

scientific potential

bilimsel potansiyel

مدر سة
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ال ع لوم مرك ز
ال ع لم ية اإلم كان ات

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

scientific work

bilimsel çalışma

search

aramak

secondary

ikinci eğitim

Arabic language
ع لمي عمل
ب حث
ال ثان وي ال ت ع ل يم

education
درا سي ف صل

semester

sömestır

semi-annual

altı aylık eğitim

س نوي ن صف ت دري ب

training
seminar

seminer

ن دوة

session

oturum

ج ل سة

social and cultural sosyal ve kültürel alt

االج تماع ية ال ب ن ية
وال ث قاف ية

infrastructure

yapı

social rights

sosyal haklar

sovereign

egemen

specialist

uzman

specialty

uzmanlık

ت خ صص

speech

konuşma

خطاب

sport competitions

spor yarışmaları

ري ا ض ية م ساب قات

sporting events

spor etkinlikleri

ري ا ض يه احداث

sports complex

spor kompleksi

ري ا ضي مجمع

standards

standart

state

devlet

state language

eyalet dili

االج تماع ية ال ح قوق
س يادي طاب ع ذات
م تخ صص

ال م عاي ير
حال ة
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ال والي ة ل غة/ ال مدي نة ل غة

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language
ال والي ة ب رل مان

State Parliament

Eyalet Parlamentosu

structural units

yapısal birimler

structure

yapı

student

öğrenci

student hospital

öğrenci hastenesi

student ID

Öğrenci Kimliği

ال طال ب هوي ة

students palace

öğrenciler sarayı

ال ط الب ق صر

ال ه ي ك ل ية ال وحدات
ب ناء
ع لم طال ب/ ت لم يذ

the studied material çalışılmış materyal

ال ط الب م س ت ش فى

ال مدرو سة ال مادة
درا س ية م نحة

studentship

öğrencilik

study

çalışma

studying process

süreçleri incelemek

subdivision

altbölüm

subject

konu

success

başarı

درا سة
ال تدري س عم ل ية
ال ت ق س يم
مو ضوع
ن جاح

T
مهمة

task

görev

temporary

geçici ikamet

مؤق تة إق امة

residence
م نط قة

territory

bölge

test

test

testing

test etmek

اخ ت بار
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اخ ت بارات

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

Arabic language

theme completed

tema tamamlandı

ال مو ضوع اك تمل

traditional food

geleneksel yemek

ت ق ل يدي اك ل

training

eğitim

ت دري ب

of mühendislik eğitim

training

ال مه ند س ين ت دري ب

engineers
trend

االت جاه/ ال م تداول

moda
U

أوك ران يا

Ukraine

Ukrayna

university

üniversite

university

جامعة

culture üniversite kültürü ve

and traditions

gelenekleri

university structure

üniversite yapısı

وت قال يدها ال جامعة ث قاف ة

ال جامعة ه ي كل

V
ال جامعة رئ يس ن ائ ب

vice-rector

rektör

violation

ihlal

ع ن يف

visa

vize

دخول ت أ ش يرة

visit

ziyaret

vocational

mesleki eğitim

ي زور
ال مه ني ال ت ع ل يم

education
W
work activity

çalışma aktivitesi
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ال عمل ن شاط

Continuation of the table

English language

Turkish language

to work hard

çok çalışmak

work summary

iş tanımı

world

dünya

Arabic language
ب جد ل ل عمل
ال عمل م لخص
ال عال م ية/ ال عال م

X
xerox

عملية طباعة متخصصة

xerox
Y

years of education

eğitim yılları

young man

genç insan

youth

gençlik

ال ت ع ل يم من س نوات
شاب
ش باب

Z
zoo

hayvanat bahçesi
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حديقة الحيوانات

ANNEX A
TOPIC 3
Scheme No1.
Power distribution theory
THREE MAIN BODIES OF STATE
AUTHORITY

Legislature power

Executive power

Judicial power

Implements justice
Creates laws

Performed laws

by law

The legislature power creates the laws of the state. The
Parliament of Ukraine is called the Verkhovna Rada.
The executive power performed the laws of the state. The
Cabinet of Ministers (government) is the main body of the
executive power. The judiciary controls the execution of laws. The
judicial authorities of Ukraine are the Constitutional Court, the
Supreme Court and other courts.
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ANNEX B
TOPIC 3
Scheme No2.
Democratic rights of citizens

THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE ORGANS
OF GOVERNMENT
EQUALITY OF ALL CITIZENS
BEFORE THE STATE AND THE
DEMOCRATIC

LAW

RIGHTS OF

THE RIGHT TO ASSOCIATE IN

CITIZENS

POLITICAL PARTIES AND PUBLIC
ORGANIZATIONS
THE RIGHT OF CITIZENS TO
FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

A democratic state must protect the rights of citizens to
freedom of speech and freedom of information.
Without freedom of speech and freedom of information, a
citizen cannot make an independent decision on the choice of
organs of government.
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